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Hazel Cound
hews from
residents on
new park

Chamber
sponsoring
'Shop Murray'
campaign
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is
sponsoring a "Shop Mursay
1st" campaign this year and arc
offering local Christmas shoppers a unique, quality designer
shopping bag to help out - for
only $1.
Chamber officials are spunsonng the program to convince
shoppers to stay in Murray to
do their holiday gift buying and
the first 200 persons that want
to carry the specially-designed
bag are welcome to do so
through pnnting out a coupon
on the chamber's Web site,
according to Lisa Farris
Satterwhite, sales and marketing specialist.
"It's all about getting people
to shop local." Satterwhite said.
"It's 'green. and a lot of people
are getting into green stuff. It's
a great promotion just for people to have a shopping bag that
says 'Shop Murray 1st.'"
Satterwhite said she got the
idea for the promotion while on
a trip to Orlando, Fla. The
intent of the program in both
Orlando and fvlurray is to get
shoppers to frequent the city's
unique retail stores instead of
going elsewhere, thus benefiting the local economy.
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Battik Forecast
BY The hesociatad Press
Tuesday...Sunny. Highs in
the upper 50s. North winds 5 to
10 mph,
Tuesday night...Clear. Lows
in the mid 30s. Northeast winds
5 mph in the evening shifting to
the southeast around 5 mph
after midnight.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night...Clear.
Lows around 40.
Highs
Thursday...Sunny.
around 60
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
.
AZEL, Ky. - Hazel City Councit
will consider the concenis of resi-dents living iu-ound the area of 4
planned new. park before moving forwarct
:
with development and event planning.
During a meeting at
Hazel City Hall Monday
night, the council heard
an
about
concerns
increase in traffic, noise
and hotrie security issues
involved in the council's
plan to develop a small
tract of land at the intersection of U.S. 641 and
Vassessr
Dees Street.
l'he residents were concerned about possible placement and planning of lighting, public restroorns, band
concerts or other situations that might disturb peace in the neighborhood - particu:
lady late into the evening.
Mayor Kerry Vasseur detailed some of
the council's planning but noted that nothing has been fmalized. He said the council
has discussed - but has made no decisions
- how the land wdl be developed, but that
residents concerns will be considered.
"There's nothing written in stone right
new, but we will certainly considei your
concerns before we do any. planning,"

H
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Alm° Fire
A closet fire broke out
A fire extinguisher lies in the mud outside a mobile home on Fourth Street in Aimo.
damage, it was reported.
minimal
and
no
iniunes
were
There
contained.
quickly
was
but
morning
Tuesday

McConnell to be guest speaker at
upcoming chamber, EDC luncheon
By IlAWKE4S TEAGUE
Staff Writer
nited States Sen. Mitch
McConnell will speak at a
luncheon hosted by the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of
Economic
and
Commerce
Development Conunission next week.
The lunch will be held at noon on
Thursday, Nov. 12, in Murray State
University's Curris Center Ballroom.
Reservations are being taken by the
Chamber and Lance Allison, the
Chamber's executive director, said the
seats are filling up quickly. He said he
expe,cted to have 300 reservations by
the end of the week and they hoped to
fit about 400 people in after opening
the second ballroom.
Allison said he had been hoping to
get McConnell to speak at a Chamber

U

breakfast for some
time. After finding
Mark
that
out
Manning, the EDC's
executive director,
had been talking to
McConnell's field
representative,
Martie Wiles, to have
him come speak, the
two groups agreed to
work together.
Allison said it would be the first
lunch hosted by the Chamber since he
became director and that it would be
free for Chamber and EDC members.
Manning said MSU was working with
both organizations to make it a great
event and that they were very lucky to
welcome McConnell, who was reelected to his fifth Senate term in

II See Page 2A

2008. The L,outsville Republican has
be,en the Senate Minonty Leader since
his colleagues chose him for the position in 2006.
"It's not often that people have the
opportumty to hear from one of the
most influential elected officials in the
world," Maiming said.
expected
he
said
Manning
McConnell to update Chamber and
EDC members. as well as invited
western Kentucky officials in attendance, about what's happening in
Congress in regards to health care legislation, the economy and other issues.
lie said his appearance is also a
chance for the Chamber and EDC to
thank McConnell for all he has
brought to the community, including

Mayfield man charged
with year-ago murder
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Police in
Mayfield have charged a man with murder
in the strangulation death of a woman
more than a year ago.
The body of Delilah Blair was found by
her family in her apartment on Oct. 4,
2008, after she failed to come to svork at a
nursing home. A medical examiner's
report showed Blair was strangled, apparently manually.
According to a published report, police
charged 45-year-old Tony Green with murder on Friday.
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10-IS alumni, MSU freshmen present research al Syrrposium in China
By Sherry Pordom
Murray Independent Schooi District
The '"friclosan Concentrations in Western Kentucky
Watershed" research results
Dylan
presented
were
Sudan
and
Benningfield
Loganathan, 2009 Murray
High School graduates and
Murray State University freshmen, at the 2009 Dioxin
International Symposium held
at the Intemational Convention
Center in Beijing, China.
After Benningfield and
Loganathan completed a twoyear research study with Dr.
Bommanna Loganthan, an

MSU chemistry professor, they cosmetics - has contaminated
were invited to present their the environment through the
results at the symposium this wide-spread use of the piaxlpast summer. During their ucts.
Sudan also concluded that
research, performed during
their junior and senior years at this level of contamination by
MHS. the two analyzed water this compound may not cause
samples from the Murray any deleterious effect in the
Wastewater Treatment Plant waters. " Triclosan concentra(WWTP), Bee Creek, Clarks tions were relatively lower in
the Murray water than in large
River and Kentucky Lake.
Dunng their presentation, Wastewater Treatment Plant,
Benningfield explained that his and other United States rivers
study revealed that Tnclosan - and lakes The levels found
a common antibactenal ingre- were less than 5.0 nanograms
dient in household and person- per liter," he said
al care products, including
soaps, dental care, first aid, and NI See Page 2A

Photo provided

Sudan Loganathan and Dylan Benningfield, 2009 MHS graduates and MSU freshmen at the 2009 Dioxin International
Symposium in Beijiing, China.
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China symposium...
From Front

Dr. Loganathan. who holds
Runt
appointment
with
Depanment of Chemistry and
Watershed Studies Institute.
described the two as "conscientious students who spent their
evenings anti weekends in his
lab." "This is a great experience
anti it is amazing to ace their
energy and enthusiasm. It is rare
to see high sehticil students. or
even college freshmen, engaged
in chemistry research," he said.
Citation for their published
research article is: 'Triclosan
KYSER LouoivLediri a limes
concentrations in
western
Kentucky
Watershed'
Bng. Gen. James M. Richie lands his helicopter at Murray State Universit
y's Roy Stewart Stadium Monday as part of the FLW
Organohalogen
Compounds Outdoors College
Fishing Central Regional Toumament. At right, Richie.
center, meets with Jim Carter. Murray State
Volume 71, pages 558-562.
University's Vice-President of Institutional Advancement.

Benn ng t ie Id and Loganathan
said they are fortunate their
paper was accepted for presentation at an international symposium for renowned scientists
around the world "1 had a wonderful experience in the symposium. anti in Beijing. This is a
remarkable and unforgettable
experience. This motivates me
to continue my research, give
presentations in conferences
and publish in scientific journals" Loganathan said.
"Being published along with
so many remarkable researchers
was a humbling experience. 1
am excited to begin new and
more cornplex research as soon
as possible.- Benningfield said.
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From Front
A move that helps everyone.
"We were just kind of kicking
around the idea and got Justin
Kimbro to desirn a logo. Justin
put the 'Shop Murray 1st" logo
on a bag," Satterwhite said.
"But we thought we would just
print some bags with the logo
already on it."
Two hundred hags made of
woven poly:propylene with a
matching bottoni insert for extra
support were available as of
Monday. The bags measure 15
inches wide. 13 inches long and
a full foot and a halt in width:
plenty large enough to accomodate several special gifts.

•Hazel ...

• ••

wall be sold on a "first
come, first served" basis at the
chamber office on north 12th
Street in front of Wal Mart.
"We only have 200, so the
supply is limited," Satterwhite
said.
The coupon is needed to purchase the bag for $1. To get the
coupon. go to the chamber's
Web
site
at
www.mymurray.com. Click on
the "Chamber Savers" icon in
the top. right corner. The
coupon is located on the subsequent page as well as a dozen
other coupons allowing shoppers to save dollars while
patronizing local businesses.

From Front

MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
A
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Lisa Farris Satterwhite, hght. sales and marketing specialist
tor the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, displays one of the chamber's new "Shop Murray lsr shopping
bags with some help from Tammy Nanhey, a member of the.
Kentucky State Parks staff.

114e*
4

"We have not made any definite decisions on that proptrty
yet," said Councilwoman Pat
Latimer.
In,other business, the council:
• announced a planned "work
day" for any residents that may.
want to help put up Christmas
decorations in the downtown
area. The event is set for 6 p.m.
on Thursday, Nov. 5. Those
wishing to help our are asked to
join the group.
Latimer said the work was
completed in only an hour-anda-half last year and is expected
to move even faster this year.
"It was wonderful," Latimer
said. "The community came
together so nicely to help."
• heard a proposal from
Vasseur concerning the painting
of a 12 foot by 90 foot mural on
the outside wall at La Cosina
Mexicana restaurant.
The council has enlisted the
aid of Murray State University
and local artisans - such as
Glenn Earl Newman who submitted a proposal - to get the
mural depicting the city's history and culture completed. The
council has alloted a minimum
of $500 to pay for the project,
but grants are sought to pay for
the work and continue with others.

tgrass Greens • 3 Swimming Pools

Vasseur said.
Some of the group's concerns
centered on disturbances created by late evening musical concerts and lighting, the opening
of public toilets that may draw
possible
security
threats
overnight, and unwanted traffic
created by a proposal to allow
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital to park its medical
express van in the area.
In other action, Vasseur
announced that MCCH will
conduct a "test run" for the
medical express van scheduled
to visit Thursday to take a look
at parking options.
Members of the council have
balked at a request by MCCH to
place gravel over the grass on
the lot in question so the van
will have a visible place
fronting U.S. 641. Other sites
have been mentioned including
the front lot at Hazel City Hall,
a paved area along Dees Street
next to Heart of Hazel Antique
Mall and the Hazel Community
Center.
The council would rather the
van be set up in a place that is
already paved, so the new
planned park area
not, be
defaced.

Town Crier

Pull Service Clubhouse • Tennis Courts

JOIN NOW! •McConnell, EDC
From Front

Manning said. "It's not the
largest, but it's one of the best."
money for the Transit Authority,
Manning added that attendees
Murray State University, local
law enforcement and the money of the lunch will have the
to finish the new industrial park. chance to meet McConnell
He said without the recent fed- afterwards and that he might
eral funding, the park "would sign copies of a new biography,
"Republican Leader: A Political
have been out of business."
"With the help of his staff, we Biography of Senator Mitch
have one of the nicest industrial McConnell." by John David
parks in western Kentucky," Dyche.

az Only 12 Months Dues to the end
•ittlootnoher 2010!
2200 College Farm Road
MUrray, Kentucky

-762-0068

For More Information

From Front
Detective Mark Green said the
department received a report
from a crime laboratory last
week and there was evidence
linking Tony Green to the homicide.
The detective told a regional
newspaper in its report robbery
was the apparent motive.
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NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Judicial Building. 312 North
Fourth St. will be closed
Wednesday-. Nov. 11, for
Veterans Day. It will reopen
for regular operating hours
Thursday, Nov. 12. Regular
hours for the Circuit Clerk's
office are Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
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Senate nears vote on joblessness and housing

Robert KittS011

JGhtledger

Times

Robert Kinson, 83, Almo, died
Monday, Nov. 2, 2009 at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were his parents.
Nat Ira Kinson and
Eloise Harris Kinson; three brothers.
John, Richard and Edward
Kinson; four sisters, Mildred Chnstianso
n, Elizabeth Nemkovich,
Manlyn Rice and Ellen Zekos.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Olson Kinson;
five sons, Phillip
Kinson, Graham, Wash., Michael Kinson, Lynn,
Mass., Robert
Kinson Jr., Sydney, Ohio, Peter Kinson, Fletcher,
N.C., and
Chnstopher Kinson, Sacramento, Calif.; one daughter,
Jean Terry,
Saxons RING'', Vt.; one brother. Donald Kinson,
Monroe, Utah; two
sisters, Edith Jotuison, Manatee, Mich., and Dorothy Slocum,
Lancaster, Calif.; 12 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
No services are scheduled at this ume. Imes-Miller
Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolence
s may be
made a( www.imesmillercom.
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Cloys G.(Fuzzy ) Puckett, 59, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 1,2009
at 10 p.m. at Westem Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Preceding him in death were his parents, John Puckett and Osie
Bell Puckett, and one brother, Glen Puckett.
Survivors include his wife, Paula Washburn Puckett; one daughter, Kayla Vasseur and husband, Andrew, and one grandson, Kaden
Vasseur, all of Benton; one sister, Linda Starks, Hardin: dure brothers, Dennis Puckett, Hardin, Jeffrey Pucken, Kirksey, and Jewell
Puckett, Almo.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at I p.m. at Lakeview
Baptist Church Cemetery. Rev. Darrin Miller will officiate. FilbeekC'ann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.
No visitation is scheduled. Online condolences may he made at
www.filbeckcannking.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Amencan Cancer
Society, c/o Brenda McClaran, 510 W. 9th. St., Benton, KY 42025.
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Washington has said it is
willing to meet one-on-one with
the North if the talks lead to the
resumption of six-nation negotiations involving China, Japan,
the two Koreas, Russia and the
U.S. Discussions between a
North Korean envoy and a U.S.
official last week did not yield
an agreement to hold talks, both
sides said.
On Monday, North Korea's
Foreign Ministry warned "if the
U.S. is not ready to sit at a negotiating table with the (North), it
will go its own way," an apparent threat to bolster its nuclear
arsenal.
North Korea has long
claimed it needs atomic
weapons to defend itself against
the U.S., which fought the North
during the Korean War in the
1950s and has 28,500 troops stationed in South Korea to protect
it from any' aggression.
The U.S. denies any intention
of attacking the North.

STOP LEG CRAMPS
BEFORE THEY STOP YOU.
Calcet is designed to help stop low calcium tag
cramps test ask your pharmacist

trio of measures backed by the
administration to prevent the
fragtle economic recovery from
backsliding and help tide people
over until companies start hinng
again.
-- It provides up to 14 additional weeks of unemployment
insurance benefits to out-ofwork people whose benefits are
running out. The jobless in 27
%tate. where the unemployment
rate is at 8.5 percent or above
will get 4IX weeks on top of that.
Supportera argue that, despite
signs of economic recovery. the
unempknonent rate. now at 9.8
percent. continues to inch up
and 7,000 people a day are
exhausting benefits.
Soave 15 million unemployed
are chasing 3 mdlion jobs, said
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus, DMont. Unemployment insurance
"is a lifeline that many families
and communities continue to
need just to keep afloat."
-The $8,000 first-time
home buyer tax credit, part of
the 5787 billion stimulus package enacted last February and
set to expire at the end of this
month. would be extended
through June, as long as buyers

sign it purchase agreement by
the end of Apnl.
The proposal also makes
available a 56,500 credit to
home buyers who have been in
their current residence for the
past five years or more. There
are also measures to help the
IRS catch people trying to
defraud the government
-It would ard companies hit
by the recession by expanding a
law to allow money -losing companies to use losses incurred in
2008 or 2009 to get refunds of
taxes paid in the previtxis five
years.
The cost of the additional
unemployment benefits, estimated at 52.4 billion, would be
paid for by extending the federal unemployment tax that companies pay for each employee
through June 2011.
Democrats pay for the costs
of the home buyer credit and net
operating loss credit, each topping $10 billion over 10 years.
by delaying enactment of a law
giving international companies
more leeway in how they allocate interest expenses between
U.S. and foreign sources in
deterffuning ta.x liabilities.
The House passed a more

limited unemployment benefit
extension in late September. but
the legislation stalled as
Demos:rats moved to add the tax
credits and stop Repuhlicans
from introducing controversial
anicridnients.
Republicans %ought unsuccessfully to get votes on amendments to limit federal aid to the
troubled community activist
group ACORN and adapt an
Internet program that employers
use to check on the legal residency atatus of new hires to
ensure that no illegal immigrants are receiving unemployment checks.
The last sticking point was
the proposed amendment to end
the TARP program at the end of
the year. backed by Republican
Sen. Bob Bennett of Utah. Cosponsor Sen John Thune,
S.D.. argued that some 5300 billion has been unused os_
retumed, and the money should:
be used to reduce the deficit
rather than fund new programs. "I can't think of anything
more important nght now than
trying to pay down the federal
debt," he said.

Tough health care issues remain in House

N. Korea raise nuclear
threat for talks with U.S.
Gift

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
major econcunic relief bill that
extends benefits to the nsbleas
and expands a firsonme honie
buyer tax credit took a step for•
ward Monday in the Senate.
The Senate took a procedural
vote that effectively blocked
Republicans from trying to terminate at year's end the financial rescue plan known as the
Truubled Asset Relief Program.
or TARP.
Trcasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner can extend the 5700
billion program beyond the end
of the year, but Republicans say
that authonty should be taken
away, arguing that Democrats
are using unspent TARP money
as a slush fund to pay for prognuns unrelated to tinanctal stabilization.
They said Democrats were
avoiding a tough vote on &II
unpopular program.
Tlie vote on the unemployment bill was 85-2. That is well
above the 60 needed to limit
tunendrnents and move the legislation toward a final vote,
which is likely later this week.
The legislation, expected to
win quick passage in the House
once the Senate acts, contains a

James Buford (Jim) Paschall, 51, State Line West Road, Hazel,
died Friday, Oct. 30, 2009 at his home.
WASHINGTON(AP)-Just
A graduate of Henry County High School, he formerly worked
with Holley Carburetor and Dana, and attended Mill Creek a few unsolved problems- and
Cumberland Presbytenan Church. Born Apnl 12, 1958, in Paris, one final sales job - stand
Tenn., he was the son of the late Winfred Paschall and Dons Wilson between House Democratic
leaders and a landmark vote on
Paschall.
Survivors include his forrner wife. Sandra Shawhan Paschall; one President Barack Obama's
daughter, Rebecca Paschall, Hazel; one sister, Katie Budd and hus- promised remake of the nation's
band. Russ, Florida; three brothers, Dan Paschall and wife, Bettye, health care system.
Unfortunately
Paris, Tenn., Ray Paschall and wife, Judy, Hazel. and Rex Paschall
for
the
and wife, June, Dallas, Texas: several aunts, uncle, nieces, nephews Democrats, the unresolved
issues are arnong the most vexand cousins.
The funeral was Monday at noon in the chapel of McEvoy ing out there: abortion and
Funeral Home, Inc., Paris, Tenn. Dr. Gary S. Collier officiated. immigration.
.And although they're confiBurial was in the Puryear City Cemetery. Online condolences may
dent
be made to www.mcevoyfuneralhome.com.
they'll
succeed,
Democratic leaders have yet to
nail down the votes they'll need
Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow
Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow, 83, Palmersville, Tenn., died to pass their sweeping bill.
Sunday, Nov.
2009, at Volunteer Cortununity Hospital, Martin, They're aiming for floor action
to begin as early as Friclay and
Tenn.
He:- husband. William W. (Bill) Stow, and one brother, Luster finish before Veterans Day, Nov.
Turner, preceded her in death. Born in Palmersville, she was the 11
Or, as Majority Leader Steny
daughter of the late Lace and Hessie Maxey Winstead. A homemakHoyer put it when a'sked when
er, she was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include one daughter. Diane Jackson and husband, the House would take un the
James, tWO grandchildren, Brad Jackson and Brittany Jones, and two health care bill, "Friday or
Saturday
or
Monday or
great-grandchildren, Kylie and Keatyn Jones, all of Murray, Ky.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Tuesday:*
"We want to make sure it's
Funeral Home, Dresden, Tenn. Bro. Keith Dublin and Pete Staples
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Terry McClure. Jim Wiseman, correct," Hoyer, D-Md., told
Kerry Harris. arid Pete, Justin and Jonathan Staples. Burial will fol- reporters Monday.
The 10-year. $1.2 trillion bill
low in the New Hope Cemetery. Latham, Tenn.
would extend coverage to tens
of millions of uninsured
Dennis Abell
A memorial service for Dennis Abell veill be held at a later date. Amencans with a new requirement that almost everyone get
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Abell, 65, Murray. died Fnday, Oct. 30, 2009, at 2 p.m. at his insured, and give subsidies to
help lower-income people afford
hoine.
A retired news reporter, he was a member of Glendale Road plans. Businesses would be
Church of Christ. Born Jan. 19, 1944. in Sullivan, Ind.. he was the required to cover their employson of the late Frank and Maxine Harris Abell. One brother, Mark ees, and insurance companies
would no longer be able to tum
Abell, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mindy Neihoff and husband, people away because of their
Crreg, and two sons, Keith and Darrell Abell, all of Benton; one sis- health status.
Democratic leaders unveiled
ter, Rhonda English. Danville, Ind.; one brother Vince Abell,
the bill with fanfare last week, a
Plainfield, Ind.; five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
1,990-page plan that sought to

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
- North Korea said Tuesday' it
has reprocessed 8,000 spent
nuclear fuel rods and extracted
enough plutoniurri to bolster its
atomic stockpile, raising the
stakes in an apparent effort to
push the U.S. into direct negotiations.
Reprocessing the spent fuel
rods would give the regime
enough weapons-grade plutonium for at least one more atomic
bomb. experts say. Pyongyang is
believed to have enough
weaponized plutonium for half a
dozen nuclear weapons.
The threat of an expanding
North Korean nuclear arsenal
conies a day after Pyongyang
warned Washington it would
beef up its nuclear sto;:kpile if
the U.S. refuses to hold bilateral
talks.
North Korea has demanded
direct talks with the United
States to resolve the protracted
standoff over the regime's
nuclear program.
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satisfy the concems of both liberals and moderates while combining separate health bills
passed by three different cornmittees over the summer.
House leaders have made
progress winning over liberals
to back a new government insurance plan in the bill that's weaker than what liberals preferred.
But they haven't quite closed
the deal with enough members
of their caucus. An initial vote
tally showed them falling short
of the 2I8-vote majority they
need, according to Derr.o.cratic
aides.
"The bill's improved," said
Rep. Jason Altmire, D-Pa., one
of many undecided lawmakers,
citing fewer taxes and more
deficit-reducing measures. But,
Ahmire said, "i'm not sure it's
there yet."
Across the Capitol, senators
are waiting to see the final Ianguage and price tag on a health
bill that Majority Leader Harry
Reid and a few other top officials wrote in secret. It's not
clear when those details will be
available and Reid. D-Nev., may
not be able to begin debate on
the issue Lund the week before
Thanksgiving.
Determined to avoid being
accused of not reading their bill,
House Democrats met late
Monday' to do just that, going
over the legislation section by
section in a room in the basement of the Capitol.
Anti-abortion
Democrats
were circulating language to
strengthen prohibitions in the
bill against federal funding of
abortion The bill stipulates that

people getting federal subsidies
would have to use their own
money to get abortions, bat that
division is not clear enough to
satisfy
some
lawmakers.
Lawmakers are considenng language that would make a more
straightforward
declaration
against use of federal funds for
abortion.
On immigration, it's still not
settled whether illegal immigrants would be allowed to shop
for insurance within a new purchasing exchange.
Sorr.e lawmakers say that
even if they use their own
money to buy pnvate plans they
would be getting a benefit from
the
federally
established
exchange. The White House
does not want illegal inunigrants
to access the exchange, and the
Senate bill would keep them out.
After spending months cnticizing Democratic health care
plans, House Republicans are
preparing to unveil one of their
own, though Minority Leader
John Boehner was short on
details when he described it to
reporters Monday.
He said it would omit one of
the central provisions in
Democratic bills- a ban on the
insurance industry's practice of
denying coverage on ttle basis of
pre-existing medical conditions.
Instead, he said the Republicans
would encourage creation of
insurance pools for high-risk
individuals and take other steps
to ease their access to coverage.
Boehner
also
said
Republicans would propose limits on medical malpractice lawsuits in what he said was an

attempt to reduce the cost of
coverage.
Despite their internal divisions. many Democrats are
eager to vote for a health overhaul bill-even those who hadn't quite committed themselves
to doing so.
"We fait to pa.ss health care
reform at our own peril," said
Rep. Gerry Connolly, D-Va..
though he has yet to agree to
support the bill. "Our base
expects health care reform. ...
You can't distance yourself from
your base at.; expect to succeed."
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Calloway Red Cross Chapter
will offer special course

Bir4
W.nnouncemenl

Calloway County Red Cross C'hapter will:
offer a Community CPR and First Aid
Course on Saturday, Nov. 14, frotn 9 a.m. td
4 p.m., according to Jennifer WiLson, exec**
live director of Calloway County chapter.
Participants tuust register at least one weeli
before the class is to be offered. C'ontact
ofllce at 753-1421 or e-nutil hbotise@cal.:
lowaycoreredcross.org

Avery Raegan
Hayden
Mr and Mrs. Tim Hayden of
Mayfield are the parents of a
son, Avery Raegan Hayden,
horn on Wednesday. Oct. 28,
2009, at 9 p.m at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Courtney Hamby
Grandparents are Tony and
N'vonne Hamby of Murray and
George and EMMA Hayden of
Mayfield.

W. Kentucky
board will
meet Friday,
November 6
The
West
Kentucky
Workforce Investment Board
(WKWIB) will meet Friday at
10 a.m. in the conference center
at Green Tlirtle Bay, Grand
Rivers.
Items on the agenda will
include an update on the
Amencan
Recovery
Reinvestment Act of 2009 activities in the Pennyrile and
Purchase areas. The board will
also discuss current gnuu/workforce activities. business and
industry services and recent
Congrrssional program impacts.
The
WKWIB
oversees
employtnent and training activities under the Workforce
Investment Act(WIA)throu0out the 17 counties of the
Purchase and Pennyrile Area
Development DistrictN.

fo's
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Sierra Club offers camp

.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Sierrra Club and Military Families Outdoogi
offer a free week's camp in 37 states for military
kids whose parent has been deployed. The Great
Rivers Group Sierra Club will meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room
1119 of the biology building at Murray State University. Guest
speaker will be Futurist Ivan Potter.
Photo provided
GROUP ORGANIZED: American Legion Auxiliary Unit 73 held its kick. off meeting and is looking to recruit new members. The next meeting will be Wednesday, Nov. 18, at the Amencan
Legion building, 310 Bee Creek Rd.. Murray. For more information call Townya 293-3145 or
Rachel 293-0983. Charter members are. tack row. Deborah Jones, Mary Cowan, Judy
McCarty, Rose Holliday, next row, Mary Sue Hubbard, Rachel Brown, Townya Ritzie, Jackie
Kennedy. Vera Melone, Lorriane Davis. and sitting, Donna Kramer Dons West and Mary
Polach.

Goshen women plan annual bazaar
United Methodist Women of
Goshen Church will host their
23rd annual Christmas in the
Country Bazaar on Saturday
from 8 to 11 a.m. in the family
fellowship center located on Ky.
121 North at Stella.
Items for sale include pies,
cakes, breads. cookies. fried
pies. candies, jellies, jams, relishes, npe tomato ketchup, and
pickles. Other items for sale
include attic treasurers, holiday
crafts, and Rada knives.
Country. ham and sausage biscuits, coffee, and juice will be
available for breakfast.
Pnxeeds are used to help sup-
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When cooking, turn pot handles towards the back and away from
the edge of the stove.
Never cook with long, loose sleeves or loose clothing that could
catch fire. Be mindful that materials like acrylic or polyester can
also ignite quickly.
While hot pads or oven mitts are recommended when cooking,
they can be cumbersome and with decreased sensation or fine
motor skill problems, they can actually inake it harder to lift hot
dishes. Try using dish cloths or quality washcloths folded over
several times to take &amp off the burner or out of the oven. Also,
check the weight of pots and parts that can contribute to unsteadiness and increase nsk of bums. If it's too heavy to be picked up
easily, try using two smaller pans.
LET'S ALL JUST BE CAREFUL OLTT THERE!
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MHS Fastpitch Cllub to meet

STUDEI
Septeml
Cara k
Jamie N
Garrisor
Adrienni
Wilson z

Tigers plan soccer banquet
Murray High School Tiger Soccer Banquet will be Tuesday, Nov. _
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. Tickets at $12 per person are available from any soccer retiresentative or from Monica Evans at Murray High School office.
For more inforrnation call Donna Miller at 753-7723.
e.

Lakers plan soccer banquet

Photo provided
Pictured are some of the women of Goshen United Church
putting out items for the bazaar to be held Saturday at the
church.
tions; United Methodist Family
Services; WA7CH: Angel
Clinic; foreign mission projects,
CASA; Life House; and the
Calloway County Cluster of
United Methodist Churches.

Service Neva

So many accidents happen in our homes doing the same type of
things we do every day We would like to remind everyone of
some simple ideas to follow.

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky' Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducak:
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman. Graves, Marshall. McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531.

Murray Hgh School Fastpitch Club will meet Wednesday at 5:45
p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. Fund-raising events, field work. atxt
coming season will be on the agenda. All persons interested in thA
fastpitch softball program in the Murray Schools are invited
attend. For more information, e-mail mwinchester@murray-ky.neC:
:

port the following community
organizations:
Family
Resource
Center's
Santa
Project; Habitat for Humanity;
Calloway County and Murray
High School's project gradua-
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Purchase Area Retirees will meet

Army National Guard Pfc.
Bnttany N. Clark has graduated
from basic combat training at
Fort Jackson. Columbia, S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Amy mission, history, tradition
and core values, physical fitness, and received instruction
and practice in basic combat
skills, milituy w.eapons, chemical warfare and bayonet training, drill and ceremony. marching, rifle marksmanship, armed

PRE-CHRISTMAS WATCH EVENT!
All Styles Men's & Ladies Enix Watches

MHS class plans rebate night
Murray High School class of 2012 will have a rebate day on
Wednesday at Sirloin Stockade. You must present a coupon to par;_
ticipate in the rebate. Coupons are available in the main office alf
MHS at no cost. Rebate coupons will be accepted all day and
.
evening.
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Laker Band Boosters to meet
and unarmed combat, map reading. field tactics, military courtesy, military justice system,
basic first aid, foot marches. and
field training exercises.
Clark is the daughter of Laura
Clark of Breezeel School Road,
Benton, and sister of Spencer
Aldridge of Valleywood Dnve,
Murray.
She is a 2005 graduate of
Marshall County High School,
Benton.

Calloway County High School Band Boosters will meet today:
(Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at the CCHS band room.

CCMS committee to meet
Calloway County Middle School Comprehensive School and
Improvement Committee will meet today (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.m. in
room 213.

Kappa Department to meet
The Kappa Dtparunent of the Murray Woman's Club will meet,
tonight(Tuesday') at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Group planning for'
the tour of homes will be the program. Hostesses will be Pat Millie
and Loretta Jobs

Temple Hill Lodge to meet

Gospel singing is
scheduled on Nov. 13
BETHEL SPRINGS, Tenn. —
Hodge Music Ministries will
present another night of Good
Ole Southern Gospel Music on

••

Calloway County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.tn. in the high schciol cafeteria. Tickets are
$12 each and may be purchased on Thursdays, Nov. 5 and 12, dur-:
ing lunch at the high school or any day from Mrs. McDaniel at the
middle school. A limited amount of tickets will also be available at
the door on the night of the banquet.

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will mei
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east
of Almo. David Holt. master, urges all Masons to attend.

Friday, Nov 13, at the community center starting at 6:30 pm.
Feature will be Cathie Harris.
and Ivan and Jamie Hodge along
with a surprise Trio to end the
evening. There is no admission.
but a love offfering will be
taken. For more information call
731-824-0079

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

LBL TRI
took at
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Al-Anon meeting Tuiesday
Al-Anon will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

112 Price The Entire Month of November!
While supplies last.
• 3 Year Warranty
• Lifetime Battery
• Assembled in the
USA with Swiss Parts
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Biggest Sale of the Year!
Start your Christmas shopping early!

Layaway Now For
Christmas!
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50% OFF Storewide
(excludes consignment items)

HOME AND GARDEN DECOR, GIFT ITEMS, SILK FLOWERS,
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS & MORE

SHOP NOW AND SAVE!
Monday through Friday 10 a.m -3 p.m
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Photo provrclea

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: North Calloway Elementary School students of the
month for
September are: front row. Tyler Duncan, Parker Hobbs. A.J. Underhill, Andrew Duncan
and
Cara Ahart; middle row, Blake McGrew, Leah Cullop, Gwenith Atkison, Brayden Eubanks,
Jamie Miller, Savannah Timmons, Casey Gupton, Jarrett Darnell, Katlynn Pendergrast, Evan
Garrison, Amy Burkeen and Kaitlin Gibbs; back row, Kison Richardson, Connor Gibbs,
Adrienne Johnson, Claire Crosier and Aizlinn Richardi Not Pictured: Aaron Dawson. Emily
Wilson and Caitlyn Cooper.

Photo provided

WATER VISIT: Vanessa Fisher's 5th period class was recently visited by guests from the
Calloway County Conservation District and the City of Murray Water Plant. All 8th grade students participated in a Water Workshop in which they were infom)ed about the process of taking water from the ground and prepanng it for use in their own hornes. The demonstration
included a groundwater model shown in the picture.
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NURSING VISIT: As part of the MSU Nursing Program, Andrew Rice and Jennifer Hobbs participated in their practicum experience at the Calloway County Preschool. These MSU students spent two days with Gwenda Wilhelm and Patncia Waid's first session class. First
observing the children in thew•environtnent, Rice and Hobbs then taught the students about
food that is safe to eat and food that is bad to eat.
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RED RIBBON WEEK. In recognition of Red Ribbon Week, the Calloway' County Alliance tor
Substance Abuse Prevention (CCASAP) donated Pink "Think, Don't Drink," shirts to Murray
Middle School eighth grade students. Students participated ir, an array of week-long activities. Sgt. Tracey Guge of the Murray Police Department spoke to the children about making
good decisions and abstaining from drugs and alcohol.

Photo provided

LBL TRIP: The P4 students at Murray Elementary recently
took at field trip to Land Between the Lakes. RaVichael
Strickland and Chloe Lovins demonstrate how a yoke was
placed on oxen in order to do work on the farm at LBL's
Homeplace.

m. at First United
ted near the playproblem of alco-

Photo provided
CAREER WEEK: Students in DeAnn Anderson's senior
English class at Calloway County High School recently heard
from a number of guest speakers during their recent "Career
and College Week." Speakers included Dave Winder,
Assistant Athletics Director-Media Relations at Murray State
University. Winder shared information on college programs
and possible career paths in the field of sports marketing,
broadcasting. and Journalism. Students also heard from various community members and university representatives from
across the state

CHAETERI
Where could my brother be?
When he realized he'd lost his
harmonica, he left the tent
before we could stop him. Dad
immediately went to find
Woody. "Don't worry, Chloe,"
Dad rea.ssured me. I'll find your
brother. You and Mom get
warm clothes ready for Woody.
I'm sure he's one chilly dog
now!" While Dad was gone,
Mom and I gathered up towels
and blankets so Woody could
gct dry and wartn. Gathering up
the towels, I saw Woody's
backpack. The pupcorn, electric
blanket. and art supplies were
still stuffed in the bag. Even
though I was sad, the backpack
made me giggle. Nobody made
me smile like Woody!
While we worked. Mom started singing. At the sound of her
first note, my heart sank. Mom
had always taught us that music
could help calm the soul. Mom
sang when she was happy, but
she also sang when she was
worried or sad. My stomach
churned and my eyes burned.
I'd been suffenng from allergies all week, but these tears
had nothing to do with dandelions or clover. Mom caught a
glimpse of my face and
scooped me up. "It's OK,
Chloe. Dad will find Woody.
Just be positive and have faith."
"I know, Mom, but Woody is
alone. I know he's starving
because he talked about food all
day! And he didn't have a raincoat!" Mom wiped my tears
and held me tight. "Don't
worry, honey. Woody can be
goofy' and silly, but he's a really smart pup. He has great
instincts and has learned lots of
skills since we have been camping! And his big sister has
taught him a thing or tv.v."
Mom always knew how to
make me smile. We returned to

ILLUSTRATIONS 5Y PAUL f5RETT JOHNSON

our chores, trying to pass the
time. Finally. after almost an
hour, Dad walked back into the
tent - alone.
"Bad news. I couldn't find
him. I searched all around,
called his name, but didn't see
him." Mom and I began to sob.
"Don't be scared... Dad gently
said. "I'm sure he found shelter
and is so protected that he
couldn't hear me calling." The
three of us were all thinking the
same thing - Woody had been
gone too long. The weather was
nasty and we only had about an
hour of daylight left. "I know!
I'll use my cell phone to call the
campground office. Maybe
Ranger Ralph will be there." I
grabbed my phone while Mom
retrieved thc number. My paws
were shaking so much it was
hard to dial. It rang. and rang
and rang. Finally kin answer.
"Thank you for calling the
Daniel Boone Campground.
Our office is currently closed.
We're open from 9 to 5 each
weekday. Please leave a message after the beep." After the
beep, I began to speak. "This is
Chloe. My brother Woody is
lost. We were hoping Ranger
Ralph could help us find him."
Feeling defeated. I hung up the
phone.
"I think we should all go look
for Woody," Mom cried. Dad
suggested that he and I look for
Woody while Mom stayed at
the tent in case Woody
returned. "But what if Chloe
gets lost?" Mom argued. I
assured Mom I would take my
compass. map. flashlight, and
even cell phone. Mom still wasn't convinced I should go.
Trying to reassure her, I
remembered something I had
read in my camping book. "I
could mark a trail!" I said. "I'll
mark trees all along the way so
I can find my way back in case

I get confused... "Excellent
idea, Chloe!" Dad said. patting
me on the head. "But how will
you mark the tree?" I giggled to
myself. knowing exactly how
Wocxly would mark the tree. "I
can use the paint from Woody's
art set he packed." Mom and
Dad looked at each other.
"Bnlliant!" Mom said.
We unzipped Woody's backpack and retrieved the art set. It
was still sticky from the pupscicles. We decided I v•.ould mark
the stump of every few. trees
with hot pink paint. Dad took
along the bright purple paint to
mark his trail. We also took
high-pitched whistles in case
we needed to alert each other.
Dad and I decided that if we
needed help. we would blow
our whistle three times over and
over until the other one arrived.

If we found Woody, we would
blow our whistle four times to
signal "Hip, hip, hooray!" •
Mom made sure we were
dressed warmly and had all our
supplies. Before leaving, Mom.
Dad and I reviewed our plan.
Mom hugged and kissed Dad
and me and told us to be careful. Dad rubbed my head and
told me he had complete confidence in me. With that. we left
the tent and braved the elements. As I trotted away. I
could hear Mom singing.
Thanks to LG&E/Kll both
E.ON companies and KPA for
making this project possible.
Thanks to the Kentucky
Secretary of State pr sponsoring the new podcast. For podcast and questions and activities
go
online
to
www.kypress.corn
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Calloway Red Cross Chapter
will offer special course
Calloway County Red t'ross Chapter wig,:
offer a Community CPR and 1. irst Aid
Course on Saturday, Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. td
4 p.m., according to Jennifer Wilson, execti:
the director of Calloway C'ounty chapter.
Participants must register at least one week
before the class is to be offered. Contact the office at 753-1421 or e-mail hbosse@Tailowaycoreredcross.org

Avery Raegan
Hayden
Mr and Mrs. Tim Hayden of
Mayfield are the parents of a
son, Avery Raegan Hayden,
bom on Wednesday, Oct. 28,
2009, at 9 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the forrner
Courtney Hamby.
Grandparents are Tony and
Yvonne Hamby of Murray and
George and Enumi Haydcn of
Mayfield.

Jo's
Datebook

Sierrra Club and Military Families Outdoor?
offer a free week's camp in 37 states for militaq
kids whose parent has been deployed. The Great
Rivers Group Sierra Club will meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room
1119 of the biology building at Murray State University. Guest
speaker will be Futunst Ivan Potter.
Photo provtded
GROUP ORGANIZED: Amehcan Legion Auxiliary Unit 73 held its kick off meeting and is looking to recruit new members. The next meeting will be Wednesday, Nov. 18, at the American
Legion building. 310 Bee Creek Rd.. Murray. For more information call Townya 293-3145 or
Rachel 293-0983. Charter members are. beck row, Deborah Jones, Mary Cowan, Judy
McCarty, Rose Holliday, next row, Mary Sue Hubbard, Rachel Brown, Townya Ritzie, Jackie
Kennedy, Vera Melone, Lorriane Davis, and sitting. Donna Kramer, Dohs West and Mary
Polach.

Goshen women plan annual bazaar
United Methodist Women of
Goshen Church will host their
23rd annual Christmas in the
Country Bazaar on Saturday
from 8 to 11 a.m. in the family
fellowship center located on Ky.
121 North at Stella.
Items for sale include pies,
cakes, breads, cookies, fried
pies, candies, jellies, jams, relishes, npe tomato ketchup, and
pickles. Other items for sale
include attic treasurers, holiday
crafts, and Rada knives.
Country ham and sausage biscuits, coffee, and juice will be
available for breakfast.
Proceeds are used to help sup-
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SafetY Thu
So many accidents happen in our homes doin_g the same type of
things we do every day We would like to remind everyone of
some siniple ideas to follow.
When coolcmg, turn pot handles towards the back and away from
the edge of the stove.
Never cook with long, loose sleeves or loose clothing that could
catch fire. Be minciful that materials like acrylic or polyester can
also ignite quickly.
While hot pads or oven mitts are recommended when cooking,
they can be cumbersome and with decreased sensation or fine
motor skill problems, they can actually make it harder to lift hot
dishes Try using dish cloths or quality washcloths_ folded over
several times to take things off the burner or out of the oven. Also,
check the weight of pots and pans that can contribute to tuisteadiness and increase risk of bums If it's too heavy to be picked up
easily, try using hvo smaller pans.
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Sierra Club offers camp

By Jo Burkeen
C,ommunity
Editor

W. Kentucky
board will
meet Friday,
November 6
The
West
Kentucky
Workforce Investment Board
(WKWIB) will meet Friday at
10 a.m. in the conference center
at Green 'hirtle Bay, Grand
Rivers.
Items on the agenda will
include an update on the
American
Recovery
Reinvestment Act of 2009 activities in the Pennyrile and
Purchase areas. The board will
also discuss current grantiworlcforce activities, business and
industry services and recent
Congressional program impacts.
The
WKWIB
oversees
employment and training activities under the Workforce
Investment Act (VV1A) throughout the 17 counties of the
Purchase and Pennyrile Area
Development Districts.

W WW.1

LET'S ALL JUST BE CARER1L OUT THERE!

Purchase Area Retirees will meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
.:
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr.. Paducali:::.
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531.

MHS Fa.stpitch Cllub to meet
Murray Hgh School Fastptch Club will meet Wednesday at 5:45
p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. Fund-raising events, field work, and
coming season will be on the agenda. All persons interested in thA
fastpitch softball program in the Murray Schools are invited
attend. For more information, e-mail mwinchester@murray-ky.net:
:

STUDEN
Septemb
Cara Ahi
Jamie Mi
Garrison,
Adhenne
Wilson al

Tigers plan soccer banquet
Murray High School Tiger Soccer Banquet will be Tuesday, Nov....,
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center ball- ".
room. Tickets at $12 per person are available from any soccer rejiresentative or from Monica Evans at Murray High School office.
For more information call Donna Miller at 753-7723.

Lakers plan soccer banquet

Photo provIded
Pictured are some of the women of Goshen United Church
putting out items for the bazaar to be held Saturday at the
church.
port the following community
organizations:
Family
Resource
Center's
Santa
Project; Habitat for Humanity;
Calloway County. and Murray
High School's project gradua-

tions; United Methodist Family
Services; WATCH, Angel
Clinic; foreign mission projects:
CASA: Life House; and the
Calloway County Cluster of
United Methodist Churches.

Service News
Army National Guard Pfc.
Brittany N. Clark has graduated
from basic combat training at
Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Army mission, history, tradition
and core values, physical fitness, and received instruction
and practice in basic cornbat
skills. military weapons, chemical warfare and bayonet training, drill and ceremony, marching, rifle marksmanship, armed

Calloway County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be •
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. in the high school cafetena. Tickets are
$12 each and may be purchased on Thursdays, Nov. 5 and 12, dur-:
mg lunch at the high school or any day from Mrs. McDaniel at the
middle school. A limited amount of tickets will also be available at
the door on the night of the banquet.

MHS class plans rebate night
Murray High School class of 2012 will have d rebate day on
Wednesday at Sirloin Stockade. You must present a coupon to par:_
ticipate in the rebate. Coupons are available in the main office
MHS at no cost. Rebate coupons will be accepted all day
evening.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
and unamied combat, map readCalloway County High School Band Boosters will meet todaf;
ing, field tactics, military cour- (Tuesday )at 5:30 p.m. at the CCHS band room.
;:
tesy, military justice system,
basic first aid, foot marches, and
CCMS committee to meet
field training exercises.
i Calloway County fv1iddle School Comprehensive School and
Clark is the daughter of Laura
Improvement Committee will meet today (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.m. in
Clark of Breezeel School Road,
room 213.
Benton. and sister of Spencer
Aldndge
Valleywood Drive,
Kappa Department to meet
Murray.
The Kappa Department of the Murray. Woman's Club will meq,
She is a 2005 graduate of
Marshall County High School, tonight(Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Group planning fel:
the tour of homes will be the program. Hostesses will be Pat Millet:
Benton.
and Loretta Jobs.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet

Gospel singing is
scheduled on Nov. 13

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will m
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hsvy. 464, east
of Almo. David Holt. master. urges all Masons to attend.

BETHEL,SPRINGS, Tenn. —
Hodge Music Ministries will
present ancither night of Good
Ole Southem Gospel Music on

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

PRE-CHRISTMAS WATCH EVENT!
All Styles Men's & Ladies Enix Watches

NURSiNt
ticipated
dents spt
observing
food that

Friday, Nov 13, at the community center starting at 6:30 pm.
Feature will be Cathie Harris,
and Ivan and Jamie Hodge along
with a surpnse Trio to end the
evening. There is no admission.
but a love offfering will be
taken. For more information call
731-824-0079

Bingo planned Thesday

LBL TRI;
took at f
Stricklanc
placed or
Homeplai

Al-Anon meeting Thesday
Al-Anon will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.

1/2 Price The Entire Month of November!
While supplies last.
• 3 Year Warranty
• Lifetime Battery
• Assembled in the
USA with Swiss Parts
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RARE EARTH
Gamlen Center

Iiigqesf Sale of the Year!
Start your Christmas shopping early!

Layaway Now For
Christmas!
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Closed Sun.

50% OFF
Storewide
(excludes consignment items)
HOME AND GARDEN DECOR, GIFT ITEMS, SILK FLOWERS,
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS & MORE

tHOP NOW AND SAVE!
Monday through Friday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

2397 St. Rt. 94 East• Murray
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: North Calloway Elementary School students of the
month for
September are: front row. Tyler Duncan, Parker Hobbs, A.J. Underhill, Andrew Duncan
and
Cara Ahart; middle row, Blake McGrew, Leah Cullop, Gwenith Atkison, Brayden Eubanks,
Jamie Miller, Savannah Timmons, Casey Gupton, Jarrett Damell. Katlynn Pendergrast, Evan
Garrison, Amy Burkeen and Kaitlin Gibbs; back row, Kison Richardson, Connor
Gibbs,
Adrienne Johnson, Claire Crosier and Aizlinn Richard, Not Pictured: Aaron Dawson. Emily
Wilson and Caitlyn Cooper.

Photo provided

WATER VISIT: Vanessa Fisher's 5th penod class was recently visited by guests from the
Calloway County Conservation Distnct and the City of Murray Water Plant. All 8th grade students participated in a Water Workshop in which they were informed about the process of takng water from the ground and prepanng it for use in their own homes. The demonstration
included a groundwater model shown in the picture.
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NURSING VISIT: As part of the fv1SU Nursing Program, Andrew Rice and Jennifer Hobbs participated in their practicum expenence at the Calloway County Preschool. These MSU students spent two days with Gwenda Wilhelm and Patricia Waid's first session class, First
observing the children in their•environiment, Rice -and Hobbs then taught the students about
food that is safe to eat and food that is bad to eat.
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RED RIBBON WEEK. In recognition of Red Ribbon Week, the Calloway County Aliiance for
Substance Abuse Prevention (CCASAP) donated Pink "Think, Don't Drink." shirts to Murray
Middle School eighth grade students. Students participated in an array of week-long activites. Sgt. Tracey Guge of the Murray Police Department spoke to the children about mMeng
good decisions and abstaining from drugs and alcohol.

Photo provided

LBL TRIP: The P4 students at Murray Elementary recently
took at field trip to Liand Between the Lakes. RaVichael
Stnckland and Chloe Lovins demonstrate how a yoke was
placed on oxen in order to do work on the farrn at LBL's
Homeplace.

n. at First United
NI near the play3roblem of alco-

Photo provided

CAREER WEEK: Students in DeAnn Anderson's senior
English class at Calloway County High School recently heard
tam a number of guest speakers during their recent "Career
and College Week." Speakers included Dave Winder.
Assistant Athletics Director-Media Relations at Murray State
University. Winder shared information on college programs
and possible career paths in the field of sports mariseting.
broadcasting, and journalism. Students also heard from venous community members and university representatives from
across the state.

CHAPTER 8
Where could my brother be?
When he realized he'd lost his
harmonica, he left the tent
before we could stop him. Dad
immediately went to find
Woody. "Don't worry, Chloe,"
Dad reassured me. I'll find your
brother. You and Mom get
warm clothes ready for Woody.
I'm sure he's one chilly dog
now!" While Dad was gone,
Mom and I gathered up towels
and blankets so Woody could
get dry and warm. Gathering up
the towels, I saw Woody's
backpack. The pupcom,electric
blanket. and art supplies were
still stuffed in the bag. Even
though was sad, the backpack
made me giggle. Nobody made
me smile like Woody!
While we worked, Mom started singing. At the sound of her
first note. my heart sank. Mom
had always taUght us that music
could help calm the soul. Mom
sang when she was happy. but
she also sang when she was
worried or sad. My stomach
churned and my eyes burned.
I'd been suffenng from allergies all week. hut these tears
had nothing to do with dandelions or clover. Mom caught a
glimpse of my face anti
sctioped me up. "It's OK,
Chloe. Dad will find Woody.
Just be positive and have faith."
"I know. Mom. but Woody is
alone. I know he's starving
because he talked about food all
day? And he didn't have a raincoat!" Mom wiped my tears
and held me tight. "Don't
worry, honey. Woody can be
goofy and silly. but he's a really smart pup. He has great
instincts and has leiuned lots of
skills since we have been camping! And his big sister has
taught him a thing or two."
Mom always knew how to
inake nte smile. We returned to

ILLUSTRATIONS EN PAUL 5RETT JOHNSON

our chores, trying to pass the
time. Finally, after almost an
hour, Dad walked back into the
tent - alone.
"Bad news. I couldn't find
him. I searched all around,
called his name, but didn't see
him." Mom and I began to sob.
"Don't be scared," Dad gently
said. "I'm sure he found shelter
and is so protected that he
couldn't hear me calling." The
three of us were all thinking the
same thing - Woody had been
gone too long. The weather was
nasty and we only had about an
hour of daylight left. "I know!
I'll use my cell phone to call the
campground office. Maybe
Ranger Ralph will be there." I
grabbed my phone while Mom
retrieved the number. My paws
were shaking so much it was
hard to dial. It rang, and rang
and rang. Finally an answer.
"Thank you for calling the
Daniel Boone Campground.
Our office is currently closed.
We're open from 9 to 5 each
weekday. Please leave a message after the beep." After the
beep. I began to speak. "This is
Chloe. My brother Woody is
lost. We were hoping Ranger
Ralph could help us find him."
Feeling defeated. I hung up the
phone.
"I think we should all go look
for Woody," Mom cried. Dad
suggested that he and I look for
Woody while Mom stayed at
the tent in ,:ase Woody
returned. "But what if Chloe
gets loser Mom argued. I
assured Mom I would take my
compass. map. flashlight, and
even cell phone. Mom still wasn•t convinced I should go.
Trying to reassure her, I
remembered something I had
read in my camping book. "I
could mark a trail!" I said. "I'll
mark trees all along the way so
I can find my way back in case

I get confused." "Excellent
idea. Chloe!" Dad said. patting
me on the head. "But how will
you mark the tree?" I giggled to
myself. knowing exactly how
Woody would mark the tree. "I
can use the paint from Woody's
art set he packed." Mom and
Dad looked at each other.
"Brilliant!" Mom said.
We un7ipped Woody's backpack and retrieved the art set. It
was still sticky from the pupscicles. We decided I v.vuld mark
the stump of every few trees
with hot pink paint. Dad took
along the bright purple paint to
mark his trail. We also took
high-pitched whistles in case
we needed to alert each other.
Dad and I decided that if we
needed help. we would blow
our whistle three times over and
over until the other one arrived.
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It. we found Woody, we would
blow our whistle four times to
signal "Hip, hip. hooray!" •
Mom made sure we were
dressed warmly and had all our
supplies. Before leaving, Mom,
Dad and I reviewed our plan
Mom hugged and kissed Dad
and me and told us to be careful. Dad rubbed my head and
told me he had complete confidence in me. With that, we left
the tent and braved the elements. As I trotted away, I
could hear Mom singing.
Thanks to LG&E/KU both
E.ON companies and KPA for
making this project possible.
Thanks to the Kentucky
Secretary of State for sponsoring the new podcast. For podcast and questions and activities
go
online
to
www.kypress.com
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
For the fourth consecutive year.
Murray State University has broken its fall enrollment record Total
students at MSU this semester number 8.914. according to Phil Bryan.
dean of adrrussions.
In high school football games.
Calloway County Lakers won 4214 over Muhlenberg County. and
Murray Tiger won 38-18 over
Lone Oak Purlpe Flash.
Murray State University Racers won 22-11 over Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles in a ftiotball
game
Births retained include a boy
10 JAMIC itfld Buffy Hughes and
a boy. to Keith and Lynne York.
Oct. 22. and a boy to Dan and
Karen Thompson. Oct. 26.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of
moronsts lured up at a stoplight
on the Eggner's Ferry. Bridge at
Aurora as repairs an the structure
continue. Traffic is open in one
lane. but delays up to 15 minutes
can be expected. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Murray High School Tigers lost
3-1 in overtime to Henderson
Colonels in the second round of
the Ftrst Regson Soccer Tournament at Ty Holland Stadium at Mur-

coining on Nos 4 a ith the Rev.
V.E Underhill. former pa.stor. as
speaker
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Bobby. K Henry,
Oct 25
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of the
remains of the home of Mr. imd
Mrs. Doyle Humphreys. Rt. 1.
Hazel, which was destroyed by
fire about 9 a.m on Nos. 2.
Tammy Bogard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Bogard, has
been selected as first runner-up
in the Little Miss WKHA Queen
Contest held at Paducah. She repiiesented the Wranglers Riding
Horse Club of Calloway eating'.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fite, Oct.
24. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Ray, Oct. 27, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs.Calvin Newton, Oct. 28.
Fifty years ago
Rev. Hal Shipley is serving as
pastor of Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Billy Smith and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Keys McCuiston.
A hcad of lettuce is listed as
selling for 10 cents a head an the
weekly ad for Parker's Food MarEa!, .
ket.
Births reponed include a girl
Showing at the Varsity' Theto David and Michele Thompson. atre is "The Diary of Anne Frank'
Sept. 27; a boy to Kelly and Ira starring George Stevens and MilWadkins and a boy to Terri and lie Perkins.
Mike Capps. Oct. 28, a boy to
Sixty years ago
Eunice Ann and Junior Yoker and
Mr. and Mrs. 1.L. Fulton will
a boy to Anissa and Carl Nelson, be married for 50 years on Nov.
Oct. 29.
8. A celebration is planned at their
Thirty Years ago
home near Penny.
The City. of Murray has been
Kirksey High School will presawarded SI05.000 in federal grant ent the play, "I Wouldn't Know"
money. to inmprove its sewer treat- on Nov. 5 at the school.
ment system.
Mrs. R.H. Hood presented a proMichael E. McKinney of gram on "Old Glass" at a meetVeederburgh, Ind., was named Out- ing of the Murray Magazine Club
standing Agriculture Alumnus of held at the home of Mrs. E.C.
the year for 1979 by the Agricul- Parker on Elm Street. Murray.
tural Alumni Association at MurMurray State College Thoroughray State University:.
breds lost 31-6 to Memphis State
Kirksey
United
Methodist in a football game played at MurChurch will have its annual home- ray before a capacity' crowd.

COMICS / FEATURES
Displays of affection between
parents, children win praise
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
your response to "Alarmed in
Apple Valley• (Aug. 28). v.ho
u as concerned because her
teenage nephew shows so much
affection toward his mother I
raised a very. affectionate son
who. to this day at age 30. hugs
and kisses me
matter
no
',there
e
meet. I raised
him with the
pnnciple that
because he is
male does not
mean he has
to hide his
feelings
as
generations
before
him
did.
My
By Abigail
daughter-inVan Buren
law tells me
often thdt she could not ask for
a better husband and father to
her children.
Amencans coddle girls when
they hurt but a boy is supposed
to "take it like a man" and not
express his feelings. I am pleased
to know other mothers out there
are also raising their sons to be
well-rounded, emotionally healthy
men. -- PROUD MOM OF A
NAVY SON
DEAR PROUD MOM: 1
advised the "Alarmed" aunt that
she was off base in her concerns. and the majonty of readers who wrote to comment agreed.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Have we
become so cynical in this day,:
and age that genuine affection is
looked upon as dirty and unsavory'? Host: sad!
My 22-year-old daughter hatigs
on me and smooches me rand
her father and gnuidparents) in
public. It's a great feeling for
parents to know their kid loves
them and isn't embarrassed to be
seen with them. (Too many of
them are.) The aunt who com-

Dear Abby

Today In Illstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 3, the
307th day of 2009. There are 58
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 3. 1900, the first
major U.S. automobile show
opened at New- York's Madison
Square Garden under the auspices
of the Autemobile Club of America.
On this date:
In 1839, the first Opium War
between China and Bntain broke
out.
In 1852, Japan's Emperor Meiji
w.as born in Kyoto.
In 1909, American journalist
lames Reston was born in Clydebank. Scotland.
In 1936. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt won a landslide election victory over Republican challenger Alfred M. "Alf' Landon.
In 1957, the Soviet Union
E3 Attt. Et ''s• ES

launched Sputnik 2, the second
manmade satellite, into orbit, on
board was a dog named "Laika"
who was sacrificed in the experiment_
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson soundly. defeated Republican Barry Goldwater to win a
White House term in his own
nstht.
In IrO, Salvador Allende was
inaugurkted as president of Chile.
In 1979, five Conununist Workers Party members were killed in
a clash with heavily' armed Ku Klux
Klansmen arid nco-Nazis dunng
an anti-Klan protest in Greensboro, N.C.
In 1986. the Iran-Contra affair
began to come to light as AshShiraa, a pro-Syrian Lebanese magazine, first broke the story of U.S.
arms sales to Iran.
In 1994. Susan Smith of Union.
S C., was arrested for drowning

her two young sons. Michael and
Alex, nine days after claiming the
children had been abducted by a
black carjacker.
Ten years ago: Aaron McKinney was convicted of murder in
the fatal beating of gay college
student Matthew Shepard in
Wyoming. (McKinney and Russell Henderson. who pleaded guilty
to kidnapping and murder, ark
serving life prison sentences.)
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush claimed a reelection mandate a day atter a
record 59 million Amencans chose
him over Democrat John Kerry,
Kerry conceded defeat in makeor-break Ohio rather than launch
a legal fight reminiscent of the
contentious Flonda recount of four
years earlier. Hamid Kauai was
declared
the
winner
of
Afghanistan's first-ever presidential election.

e_

plained about her nephea kissing his mother on the cheek and
putting his arrn around her may
hioe intiniata, probletns that she's
projecting onto her sister. -LESLIE IN SELMA. CALIF.
DEAR
ABBY:
I
hope
"Alarmed in Apple Valley' doesn't end up doing what my sister
did when she saw the display of
affection between my- 11-year-old
daughter and me, her dad 1st%
sister's •concern" prompted her
to coerce her adult son into visiting my clergyperson about it.
A short investigation found me
innocent of wrongdoing but left
me with my. innocence violated.
Relationships were drastically
altered -- especially between my
sister and me. Eventually. I came
to realize why she was so suspicious of abuse. She herself was
willing to abuse -- the church.
her son, her brother and her
niece. -- WISER NOW IN SALT
LAKE CITY
DEAR ABBY: I was never
prouder of my son than when a
friend of his said to him, 'You
hug your mom in public?' (It
was after a game.) I was the one
to hold back in public because
I didn't want to embarrass my
son who was a "big guy on campus.' My boy's simple reply to
his friend was, "Don't you?" It
was never questioned again
No child should ever feel it's
wrong to show. affection to his
or her parents. For me, having
a 15-year-old who wasn't embarrassed to be seen with his mother was huge. I agree with you,
Abby. Some people read evil into
everything and that's a shame. - KARIN IN CHELMSFORD,
MASS.
DEAR ABBY: Your response
to "Alarmed" included a French
saying that translates "Evil be he
who thinks evil of
Tttat saying onginated In England, where
the highest, most ancient order
of knighthood is the Order of
the Garter. Around 1340. King
Edward III was dancing at a formal ball with the Countess of
Salisbury. During the dance. she
dropped her garter. The king
picked it up, put it on his own
leg, looked at the others present
and said, "Honi son qui mal y
pense" (Shaine on him who thinks
evil of it), then gallantly returned
it to her.
Margaret Murray. writes in her
1931 book "The Gosh? of the
- Witches' that it v.VOrve taken
More than a dr
'tarter to
embarrass a woman in the 14th
century. The garter was probably a ritual one. signifying that
the countess was a pagan leader
-- a priestess of witchcraft. To
drop the garter before the high
dignitaries of the church could certainly have caused embarrassment. Edward's smart gesture in
placing it on his own leg not
only saved face for the countess
but demonstrated his willingness
to be a leader of the pagan population of England as well as
the Chnstian. So I've heard ...
MARK D. DUNN, GARLAND,
TEXAS
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Husband and wife
seek answers
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column every day and have
found it informative. For example, several years ago, my wife
was having stomach problems, and
you told a woman with similar
problems that she might be lactose intolerant. My wife showed
her doctor the
article, and he
said
he
thought
he
had checked
her for that
It turned out
that he hadn't and agreed
to test her.
The
results
were positive.
Now, we both
have
problems that we
By
Dr Peter Gott hope you can
help us with.
First, my doctor wanted me to
take a statin to lower my cholesterol. but I declined because of
the side effects. I tried using your
recommendation of niacin instead.
I ii171 an 84-year-old male in fairly good health, and, after three
months of therapy. my figures are
as follows: triglycerides went from
115 to 63. HDL went from 70 to
95, LDL went from 137 to 126.
and my total w.ent from 230 to
234 (I believe mainly due to the
large increase in my HDL I
would appreciate your opinion on
how- effective the niacin has been.
Second. my 82-year-old wife
had a mild stroke. four years ago
and now sees several small spots
in both eyes. The stroke did not
seem to do her any either damage. so her doctor concluded that
they were on her brain rather than
in her eyes. Lately. she has become
tired all the time and has no energy. Her blood work is normal,
and she doesn't have a thyroid
problem. Any ideas'?
DEAR READER: Thank you
for the compliment. I am glad

that a column was beneficial to
your wife iind allowed her to gq
the proper diagnosis
A:
I'll start with your situation firt
At age 84 and with a total ch
lesterol of 230, I would not aanl
ie
In my. opinion, you did not '
a statin drug. and were correct:
in refusing it Your numbers
all within normal limits, give4".
that you had a high HDL
(good cholesterol) to begin
On the niacin, your total went
because of the astounding increa
to your HDL. You can stick wi
the niacin, but I don't believe
IS necessary.
The only reason this wou
not hold true is if you have
cardiac condition, such as a pri
heart attack or stroke, in wh
case you should be under the c
of a cardiologist. who would st
likely be impressed by your nurts
bers.
Now, to yotu wife. I arn co:
4
fused by her physician's concl&:
sion that she is seeing spots thAW
are on her brain. To the best
my knowledge. this is not possh"
ble. Perhaps you misunderstood*:
Strokc can cause several dr.eterent types of visual problerriC
such as blurred or double visa*
Seeing several spots is not typh
cal. This sounds like floaters, wind
are the shadows of undissolved particles of the gel-like vitreous fluid
that fills the eyeball.
I urge your wife to be seen
by an ophthalmologist for testing
and diagnosis. if these spots have
not affected her vision and have
remained fairly constant for the
past four years, chances are they
are harmless. However, sometimes
spots and floaters may signify' vitreous detachment that may in
some cases lead to retinal detachment, which can cause blindness.
If your wife ever complains of
flashes of light, she needs to be
seen by an eye specialist irrunediately.

Dr. Gott

Look Before You Leap
South dealer.
East-West ‘ulnerahle.
NORTII
•J 3
VAQ2•
•Q 8 5.
•K 10 8 7 6
WEST
EAST
•A Q 7 5
49 8 4 2
V9 7 5 4 3
K 86
•K 2
0 96
469 3
4sQ 1 4 2
SOUTH
•K 10 6
• 10
•A J 10 7 4 3
A5
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
I•
Pass
2
Pas.s
2•
Pass
2 111
Pass
2
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — four of hearts.
Many declarers have a tendency
to focus on a panicular suit W1[110111
regard to the hand as a whole. This
son of narroa NICSS can prove very
costly at time-s.
Take this case %%here South was in
three notrump and West led a heart.
Declarer played lov. from dummy.
losing to the king. fa.st shifted to a
spade. and West took the Q-A and
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39 Diner order
40 H S. class
41 Membership
fees
42 Soft cotor
44 Waterlogged
46 Cheating a bit
48 Sacred place
51 Old garment
52 Usual food
54 Bright star in
Lyra
55 Sonnet kin
56 Triangle tip
57 Gouda cousin
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BUT UJAILE THE SON WAS YET AT A
DIS'ANCE HIS FATHER SAW HIM AND
RAN AND EMBRACED HIM"

t ND THE FATHER SAID
'MY 50N WAS LOST BUT NOLA/
15 FOUND!BRIN6 TNE FATTED
CALF, AND KILL IT, AND LET U5
EAT AND BE MERRY' "
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1 Loud thud
2 Ms Thurman
3 Baby shower
gift
4 Kublai and
Genghis
5 Oz aunt
6 Teeny-tiny
7 Screws things
up
8 Want-ad abbr

4

yam

Boos

DOWN

Firs

01
returned a spade to South's king.
Declarer crossed to dummy with
a heart and tried a diamond finesse,
losing to West's king. West then
cashed a spade to put the contract
down one.
If South had not been so myopic
on the tirst trick, he might has e seen
the way to assure the contract. All hc
had to do SS as to put up dummy's ace
of hearts and take a diamond finesse.
Regardless of ishether the finesse
won or lost, or hov. the opposing
cards were placed. he could not be
stopped from finishing with at least
nine tncks — fist: diamonds. two
clubs, a heart and either another heart
or a spade.
More thin a few declarers would
fall into the same trap South did. The
heart finesse at trick one is such a
natural play to make that many
would try it fmm force of habil They
would tinmse first and think about
thc rest of the hand atieruard.
It is true that in thc great majonty
of deals where declarer is faced with
this heart combination, it would be
correct to finesse But generalities do
not apply in a deal where the finesse
asks defeat, while rejection of the
finesse assures fulfillment of the contract.

Tomorrow: Sylvia stages a neat rmosery.
,niossag riaiaaoa aia.a.6.-

1 Larger part
5 "En garde"
weapon
9 Compete for
12 Far East nanny
13 Only
14 Spooky, maybe
15 Language spoken in Yucatan
17 Glacial e+fect
19 Provides funds
21 Clay pot
22 House pets
24 Fridge maker
25 Santa — winds
26 Museum contents
27 Romantic
29 Scale note
31 Sweater front
32 Wide shoe
33 Providence's st.
34 Half a double
date
35 Pricing wd.
36 Bagel choice
38 Tempe sch

Murre
weigh
Centrl
weigh
Stadiu

Contract Bridge
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ACROSS

VV W

50

16 Minn neighbor
18 TV brand
20 Grimm heavies
22 Den. maybe
23 Fringe —
25 Jacques' girl
27 Bug repellent
28 — to the teeth
29 Reflect on
30 Debtors' notes
34 Intimidated
36 Foundry
refuse
37 Orbit extreme
39 Move slightly
41 Dig deep
42 Frizzy coif
43 Dorm view
44 Fabric sample
45 Nyet opposite
47 Ms. Lupin°
49 Turkish Official
50 Plow into
53 Lubbock's st.
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Murray State's Kalem Tippett places this fish into the
weighing tank Monday after the final round of the FLW
Central Regional Championships on Kentucky Lake. The
weigh-in was held in the parking lot at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Racers finish
fifth, advance
to nationals
FINAL-ROUND PRODUCES JUST
ONE BASS FOR LOCAL TEAM
By TORBAY DILL=
Sports Wnter
After making the top five cut
to earn their spot in the national championship on Sunday, Murray State swung for the fences
on Monday.
It was a strategy that ultimately didn't work out for the
Racer team of Steve Miller and
Kalem Tippett on the final day
of the FLW Central Regional
Championship on Kentucky
Lake.
Miller and Tippett brought
back just one bass and finished
fifth out of the five teams to
advance beyond the cut, but they
accomplished their weekend goal
— advancing to the national
championship at the University
cif Tennessee in April.
The Racers had a strong first
day on Saturday, hit their limit
and came in at second place on
the leaderboard.
A less remarkable Sunday was
just good enough to keep the
home squad in the top five and
Miller and Tippett knew they
had lots of gmund to make up
for a first-place finish on Monday.
"After we made the cut yesterday, we went back and talked
about it and said we were going
for broke today," said Tippett,
of Murray. "We had on some

of the biggest swimbaits and
junk you'll ever see tied on."
"We made the decision to go
after just big fish to give us
first-place points," Miller said.
"We put ourselves in a pretty
big hole after that second day
and we needed to make up some
ground. so we really went for
broke, and it didn't work out."
The Racers kept eight bass
over the three-day event for a
weight total of 17-0 and, in
addition to qualifying for nationals, earned $6.000 for their
school.
As a bonus. they got to do
it in front of a home crowd. A
crowd made up primarily of
Murray State students and locals
gathered in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot for the weighin Monday aftemoon arid the Racers received the loudest cheers
of all.
They also enjoyed home-lake
advantage, but Miller said he
believed his and Tippett's familiarity with Kentucky Lake actually hurt them.
"I think it was a bad thing."
he saicL "Not only is there pressure, but these other guys come
in and look at the lake with a
whole different perspective.
We're fishing with a lot of preconceived notions. and that can
See FLW, 2B

MSU GOLF ROUNDUP

Racers finish fourth
at Stetson Invite No, 4 KENTUCKY DOMINATES CAMPBELLSVILLE 74-38

ED REINKE
AP
Campbellsville's Leon Hart can only watch as Kentuc
ky s Patrick Patterson dunks during the first
half in
exhibition action Monday night in Lexington.

NEWCOMB LEADS MSU,
TAKES SECOND
By MU Spotts Information
Tlic Murray State mcn's golf
team had a spot in fourth place
in a field of nine teams after
two rounds of play in the Stetson-CFSC Invitational in Deland,
Fla., at Victoria Hills Golf Club.
The Racers recorded rounds
of 290-295=585 and were only
two shots behind third place and
host Stetson University and Florida Atlantic at 583 who shared
second place.
MSU was led by Nick Newcomb who fired two sub-par
rounds of 71-69=140. good for
a spot in second place in the
field of 45 competitors. His
140 total was four-under par on
the Victoria Hills course playing to a par-72 and 7,082 yards.
Chris Griffin had a spot in

10th place after rounds of 71.73=144, while Patnck Newcomb
was in 17th after scores of 7673=149. Jared Wolfe had a spot
in 36th place with rounds of
77-80=157. Cameron Carrico
fired a first round 72. but had
his second round disqualified.
Willie Mack of Bethune-Cookman was die leader in the medalist competition after scores of
68-70=138, two shots ahead of
MSU's Nick Newcomb.
USC Upstate was in fifth
place at 594, while Rollins (607).
Jacksonville University (610),
Bethune-Cookman(614)and Lipscomb (621) rounded out the
field.
The final round of the Racers' final fall event takes place
Tuesday moming in Deland, Fla.

WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
ohn Caliper' surveyed the assembled media and decided it was
time to take an informal poll.
"How many of you thought
we'd score 115 tonight." Calipari said after the fourth-ranked
Wildcats beat Campbellsville 7418 in an exhibition on Monday
night.
Calipari knew better.
The new Kentucky coach stressed it
was going to take time for the Wildcats to adjust to his dribble-drive offense,
and there were plenty of growing pains
to go around. Kentucky turned it over
23 times and shot just 50 percent from
the field despite having a distinct size
advantage over the Tigers, an NAIA
school from southem Kentucky.
"There were some good, some bad,
some ugly. some nice-looking stuff today,"
Calipari said. "It's the first one out of
the gate."
Darnell Dodson scored 19 points arid
Perry Stevenson and DeMarcus Cousins
added 11 each for the Wildcats, who
played without star guard John Wall.
The freshman watched from the bench
in a gray sweat suit as part of an NCAA

suspension for accepting illegal benefits
from his former AAU coach. Wall is
scheduled to make his debut on Friday
when the Wildcats host Clarion
Eric Bledsoe started in Wall's place
and had nine points, four assists and
four turnovers in 29 energetic minutes.
There were flashes of brilliance —
including his emphatic block on a Campbellsville lay-up attempt — and patches of confusion. It's to be expected.
"We've got a ways to go and I knew
this," Calipari said. "You're talking about
a chartge of culture, a whole new way
of playing, a new style. a way to figure out playing."
Shawn Savage and Joe Robinson led
the Tigers with nine points each. Campbellsville struggled early, shooting 12
percent from the field in the first half
as Kentucky built a 36-11 lead.
On paper it looked like defensive
dominance. Calipari didn't necessarily
see it that way.
"If they had 58 possessions, we guarded about 10 of them just the way
we
want to do it," Calipari said. "The
problem is the other 48. They missed a
lot
of open shots. When we watch the tape.
we'll see we didn't communicate. We
missed on some switches. But there
were other times I looked and said

'That's exactly how I want my. team it)
play.'"
Even without Wall, Calipari seemed
to favor his newcomers. Bledsoe Wilis
joined in the lineup by fellow freshman DeMarcus Cousins and Dotison.
junior-college transfer. Freshman forwards Daniel Orton and Jon Hood say.
significant time off the bench.
Outside of Patrick Patterson and Darius Miller. the only holdovers faint :the
Billy Gillispie era to see significant time
were Stevenson and Ramon Harris.
Sophomore guard DeAndre Liggins was
the only Kentucky player not to see the
floor, something Calipari attributed to
problems in practice. Calipari said he
expects to do something similar with other
players on Friday when Kentucky hosts
Clarion to see how they deal with adversity.
'There was little to come by in Calipari's debut, and for all the mistakes
and lulls. the feeling of excitement surrounding the resurgent program was palpable.
"The best thing I saw all night, I'm
walking out and I look up in the rafters
and they're packed." he said. "Then I
looked at the clock with six minutes
remaining and we've got 53 points and
I'm like 'Oh my goodness.'"
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Campbellsville 7 14 WIlluirnsburg 6

Young auditioning to
determine future with Titans

SportsBriefs
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By RONALD BLUM
AP Beset:Ail Wnter
PHILADELPHIA AP) -Now comes the hard part for
the Philadelphia Philtres: winning two in a row at Yankee
Stadium.
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the 2008 season appears to I think he did a great job. He I -yard gain late in the second
Miam 30 N Jets 25
4 Owensboro
8-2
127
3
back that up.
handled himself very well and quarter. He also missed what
Dallas 38 Seattle 17
5 Ashland 131azer
9-1 116
kedriguez did his part with
4
Cncaoo 30 Cleveland 6
6 Chnstian Co
- 6-4 78
It was his first NFL game showed he can do it," the could have been a big gain
6
two doubles and three RBIs. but
Baltimore 30. Denver 7
7 Grayson Co
9-1
66
7
owner
when
said.
he bounced a pass to Johnwithout being sacked or interHouston 31 Buffalo 10
that wasn't enough.
F1 Anderson Go
- 9-1 60
8
Indianapolis 18 San Francisco 14
9 Johnson Central
Coach Jeff Fisher isn't look- son on third-and-I.
Chase Utley hit two home cepted.
6-4 31
Praisseiptlia 40. N Giants 17
'0 Leicrier County Central- 8-2
30
ing
runs to raise his Senes total to ,
past
Sunday
's visit to San
Young helped the Titans (1Questions still remain. How
San Diego 24, Oakland 16
a record-tying five, driving in 6) win t,heir first game of 2009, Francisco(3-4) when asked how does Young
Tennessee 30 Jacksonville 13
Others recerving votes 11, Warren
react after a bad
Minnesota 38. Green Bay 26
four runs. After Rodriguez dou- a 30-13 rout of Jackson
Central 20 12. Bultra Central It. 13,
much
sway
the
rest
of
this
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game or a couple intercepCarolina 34. Arizona 21
Oldham
Go 12. 14. Cov Cattiolic 10 7
bled in a run in die first off on Sunday that
Open New England, Cincinnati.
snapped an season holds on Young's future. tions? Or when fans boo?
15. Harlan Co 7. 16, Perry Co Central
Cliff Lee, Utley hit a three-run eight-game
Prttsburgh Kansas Crty Washington
4
16
Whaley Co. 4. 18, Southwestem
"That•s not an issue of his
skid dating back to
Tampa Bay
Young wasn't as ailable with
homer in the bottom halt- against Dec.
3
nor of ours. What's important
21.
Monday's Game
Al Burnett and added a solo
Fisher
giving
the Titans the
New Orleans 35 Atlanta 27
Now the 2006 Offensive for us and for Vince is just to
Class 6A
shot in the seventh to join Regday off - their first Victory
Rank-Schocl
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gie Jackson as the only players Rookie of the Year, the quar- improve and play well this Monday
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of
2009.
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said
Simeon Final
to hit five home runs in a sin- terback repeatedly called Ten- week. That's all. We're not look2 Lou Tuna},
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nessee's future at the position, ing at how many games we've Sunday night he had thought
gle World Series.
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ny.- Utley said. "It's pretty. sur- show how much he's really
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real"
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72
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Lee got his second win of keeping past this season. Young tency." Fisher said Monday.
fans booed him for his sec5 Hazard
- 6-4 103
5
9 Sheiroy Co
8-2
38
6 Allen Central
the Senes, allowing five runs currently is slated to count $14.2
Young was helped greatly ond interception of the 2008
10 Ryle
• 7-3 18
7. Crittenden Co.
119-; 86
96
;
and seven hits in seven-plus million against Tennes
Others receiving votes: 11
see's by the Titans running more season opener, a game in which
8 Bellevue
7-3 ft2
8
Henderson Co 13 12, Lou Fem Creek
innings. He is 4-0 with a 1.56 salary cap in 2010
9. Raceland
- 6-4 54
with a $4.25 than throwing. Tennessee ran Fisher had to yell at him to
12 13, Lou DuPont Manual 11 13
ERA in five postseason starts.
10 Fairview
• 7-3 21
million roster bonus due in 49 times for a season-high 305 join his teammates on
Scott Co 11 15 Greenwood 7 16,
the
Others
field.
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g
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11, Pikeville
''It's a game where had to
Graves Co. 2.
yards, and Chris Johnson set
11 12, Lou Holy Cross 9 13
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battle a little more than I've had
a
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with
Mar
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O
c
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s
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Bud
Adams
wanted
to the past few garnes but, thankyards rushing and two touch- offseason to study with the coorfully, we scored a lot of nms," Young starting so the Titans
downs.
Receivers that had strug- dinator who worked here v.ben
he said. "I really couldn't care could see what the quarterback
gled
holding
onto the ball did- the late Steve McNair, Young's
less how we got it done, just could do.
▪ The MHS Fastprtch Club will meet on Wednes
n't
drop
any
this time around. mentor. was the league's coday at 5:45 p.m in
as long ac we win."
"We've got to find out how
the MHS cafetena. Fundraising events, field work
and the coming seaFisher. who said last week MVP in 2003. Young split time son will Oe on the
Philadelphia won two of three he's developed over the last
agenda
All
persons interested in the fastpitch softball
at Yankee Stadium in June, but two years," Adiuns said after he remained in Collins' cor- between college courses at
program in the Murray schools are invited to attend.
For more informaTexas and cram sessions with
that was before New York start- the game,"He hasn't
ner.
compli
mented
tion,
Young
please
for
e-mail
mwinche
played that
ster•murray-ky.net.
ed phying well. The Yankees much. We've
Heimer
managi
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ng
the
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win
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over
coordiJackgot to get him
lost three in a row ju_st twice in
•Tickets tor Murray. High's first-round football playoff
and find out what he can sonville well, the tame thing nator was re-hired in the 2008
game against
after the All-Star break and
Todd County Central on Friday will be $6 for adults
do Otherwise we're going to Collins did so well in helping offseason.
and S4 for students
dropped consecutive home gantes
Reserve
d
parking behind Ty Holland Stadium will be firsthave a high draft choice, and Tennessee go 13-3 last season.
come, firstThe two talked at the end
only once after mid-June.
serve for $5. Gates will open at 6 p.m
"He's learned to just take of the game, and
we're going to be looking for
Young said
what's there, take the check- Heimer
another quarterback."
dinger knows everything
down, get rid of the ball or
7 -volgg,
he has been through.
take off when it's time to go
"He sees me making the
take off." Fisher said. "So. we
To Whom it May Concern
said all along that he's devel- right throws and the right reads. From Page 1B
The new safety net
cal fall fishing conditions over:
oping. Even though we were calling the plays in the hud- hurt you.
installed by Tommy
the three-day event, including,.
dle
and
getting
watchi
ng
the
Kerry,
guys
Brown at the Central
Vince was
out
"I've heard how some of changes in weather and
in the
developing. I'm hopeful that of the huddle on time for the the other teams
Park baseball fields is
caught their fish, water levels, making findia
wonderful addition to our
the work he's put in will trans- play clock and things like that. and it's
something I would fish on a consistent basis difpark system. While
late over to success in the He basically has seen me grow have never
thought of."
ficult.
watching baseball game
game."
up a little bit," Young said.
All teams dealt with typiThe Indiana squad of Jesse
this summer, I was mortiSchultz and Dustin Vaal seemed
fied to set how many
baseballs very nearly
to handle it best, however, rackWww
VISITDOWNT -0 W. NPARIS
. COM
severely injured kids in
ing in a three-day total of 13
the children's play area.
bass weighing 29-14 to claim
bery game we watched
the championship.
at least a half a dozen baseballs would be fouled into the children'
The Hoosiers came from
area. The parents commented every game how someday some little
behind on Monday to catch
child is going to suffer a terrible injury from a flying baseball
previous leader Eastern KenThanks to Tommy and Dons Brown, our children will no longer be
tuc.ky.
This Week's Activities
in danger of being hit by wayward foul balls
"At the end of day two, I
With some much appreciated in-king labor from the Murray
Candlelight Open Houses
told Jesse that I had this place
Oectnc system and the Park Board, Tommy and Dons Brown
made it possible for parents to enjoy a baseball game without worin the back of my mind, but
Christmas Open Houses
rying about their lud's being injured. Around Westem Kentucky
he was not confident about it,"
parks. several kids have suffered severe brain injunes and even
Vaal told FLW Outdoors. "Btu
some deaths from flying baseballs. My own nephew lost hearing
Candlelight Concert
I said let's just go there and
completely in one ear from such an injury 'Thanks to the Browns
try it for a few minutes. We
Teri Thousand Villages
the baseball fields ate now much safer for everyone_ We all owe a
went in there and started
hearty thanks to Tommy and Dons for seeing a dangerous sttuatio
stroking them.
and taking the initiative to solve the problem.
"So today, we were going
Tommy and Dons Brown unfortunately do no; have the last name
to hit (that spot) in the mornof Gates and are not made of money. They are out over $3500
of
ing and see how we do and
their own money. I hope to encourage anyone in our great community who appreciates what they have done for us all, to help them
go trom there. When we got
defray some of the cost they incurred. If you have not seen the new
in there this morning, we had
safety nets please take the time to Li:Ake how great a job they did.
a limit by nine o'clock."
And if you're so inclined. please ecrisider helping them as our fam
Vaal and Schultz took home,
ily did with some of their expenses. Donations can be sent
a Ranger 177TR wrapped in
to
Tommy Brown, 1300 Oakhill Dnve in Murray. Kentucky. Thanks
school colors and $25,000 for
again Tommy. and Dons for making our park system
a safer place
their school.
fix our children to enjoy. We certainly appreciate what you
both
Murray State was one of
have done
five universities selected to host
a regional competition. Anglers
fished out of Kenlake State.
Park Marina in Hardin.
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The City of Murray Public Works &
will
receive sealed bids for crushed limestone Sealed
bjds are to be marked -Bid Crushed Limestone
and delivered to the City Clerk's Office by 2:00
p.m
local ttme on Tuesday. November 10, 2009
Specfficattons art available at the City Clerk's
Office located at 104 N 5th St Murray, KY
42071
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive
informalities and to reject any and all bids.
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$8.50 Colunin Inch, WY , Discount 2nd Run,
40'1 Discount 3rd Rim.
e AR 3 Ad. Mu,t Run Wfthrn n Don, Period
53.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I
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$8.23 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words
5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
-
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing die
'help wanted" secuoe
on our classttieds
webpage at
rourrayledger ..ont
you will be redvected
to mbnetwork_com
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this websitc
However. as a national
*drum. not all listings
on the tobnetwork.corn
are pieced tivough
the Murray Ledger
& TURCS Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

FULL-TIME opps HS
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay. benefits. training.
30 days vacation/yr. S
for school No exp.
needed. Call Mon-Fn
1800-777-6289

LPN/RN Full-time 2p10p. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing. Mayfield KY

PERSON needed for
part-time work at busy
law office Mon-Thurs
10am-3pm and Fnday
Sarn-5pm tor the purpose of filing, answering the telephone running errands and other
mitcellaneous tasks.
Automobile
required
to run enands. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1075.
Murray.
KY
42071

OPERATOR/SERVIC
E Tech needed for
Xerox IGen Digital
Color Press Training
provided.
Full-time
position wrth benefits.
shift
Day
Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends Lifting
and computer expenence required Send
resume or apply ;n person
at
Automated
Direct Maii, 1410 North
12th St., Suite G.
Pvturray. KY 42071

PREMIER Motors is
accepting apphcations
for full time saies pose
lion 5 day work
week Apply ir person
at 537 Brewers Hwy
Hardin KY

PREVENTION SPECIALIST
fiesponsible for student assistant program
assessment. planning, organization, and
delivery
Ouallfications: Masters in appropnate field
with one yesr related expenence in substance
abuse field or Bachelor's degree with relevent
experience. Work flexible hours, KY dnvers
license/safe record Prefer expenence working
with youth.
Sand resume to: Anne Thumian,
Vice President for Human Resources,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway,
Suite 201. Paducah, KY 42001.
Open unoi filled EOE

MEE/ AMP'!Wit
-

clerical position available. Applicant must

Exceptional interpersonal and

required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T,

SII RN

LEDGER &TIMES

November II, 2oo9

Meriurting Specialist, Center tor
Telecommunications Systems Management.

bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not

phone calls.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

STATE UNIVERSITY

communications skills are required. Some

Murray, KY 42071. No

Salaie cdpv creiotan&

VMURRAY

have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task.

Murray State Unrversity. Full-time, non-tenure
track position to begin January 2010.

In Honor of
.111 Burkeen

Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required.
Expenence with student recruitment required.
Expenence with Guidance Counselors and sec-

T-4 US Army
1943-1946
We are proud of your
service to our country
during WWII
Your Family }

ondary school personnel required. Excellent
oral and wntten communication skills required
Woriong knowledge of current telecommunications curricuium and programs preferred
Responsibilities: Assist the staff in the

()el, $11 per spot • lone person, 20 word limit

Program of Distinction in Telecommunications
Systems Management to promote all aspects of

1)ouble spots: SIX • 140 word limit

the program. Assume primary responsibility of
student recruitment for both undergraduate and

Deadline: Itieinniay, Noveabir
at MO p.a.

graduate programs, as well as specialized initiatives supported by grant funds. Plan and

C.A. ONES

direct Cyber Academy. VVill build relationships
with organizations for placement of interns and

Management Group,
f

graduates. Develop and implement a public
relations plan for the Program of Distinction.

C

Accountant
• Prepares daily cash flow worksheets: logs
daily bank transactions and distributes to
managemenVcorporate.
r Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous
cash receipts transactions Maintain all
accounts payable files and records
Process and post invoices. employee
expense reports, and internal check requests
for multiple locations.
Prepares and posts toumal entnes. Posts
cancelled checks for items that nave cleared
the bank.
• Prepares monthly reconciliations for inclusion in the rec,onciiiation binder.
Performs account analysis or detailed review
for identified accounts with supporting documentation
• Documents financial transactions by entering account inforrnabon, Summanzes current
financial status by collecting information.
preparing balance sheet. profit and loss statement, and other reports.
Reconciles financial discrepancies by collecting and analyzing account information
• Complies with federal, state, and Local legal
requirements by studying requirements,
enforcing adherence to requirements, filing
reports. advising management on needed
actions.
Other duties may be assigned.
Requirements
Bachelors degree (B. A.) from four-year college or university. hvo to three years related
expenence ancks- training, or equrvalent combination of education and experience
Accounting Degree required

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

cOUEDES
7014000,1111.

Health Services
Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
(ARNP), Health Services at Murray State
University. Ten-month, full-time, hvo-month,
part-time salaned posaion to begin in
January, 2010.
OualMcations: Licensed as a registered nurse
in the state of Kentucky, Master's degree in
nursing from an accredited nurse practitioner
program; certified as an adult or family nurse
practitioner and regtstered in the state of
Kentucky as an ARNP required Demonstrated
ability to practice without a physician on site is
required Demonstrated ability to evaluate and
treat from 20-30 Chent9 Orally la required
Expenence in an ambulatory health care facility
required, expenence in treating adufts with
more complex health issues preferred, expenonce in presenting health education programs
preferred. Must demonstrate strong communi.
canon and interpersonal skills and possess a
desire to be part of a professional nursing team
that provides health care services for the
university community.
Responsibilities: Work in a collaborative
arrangement with the Health Services' consulting physician, provide individualized health care
for clients based on the rules and regulations
of
the Kentucky State Nurse Practice Act. participate in the outreach wellness program_
Application Deadline. November 20, 2009.
To Apply. Send letter of application, resume,
transcnpts. and the names and contact infomiabon for three references to Health Services
Search Committee, 136 Wells Hall. Murray
State University. Murray, KY 42071. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray
State Universtty is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employe,.

Le.15LER &TIMES
Classified Dept. 753-1916
-e&a,..'MM.'war- NEW JIM.

Provides assistance in developing sources to
foster new initiatives. Application Deadline:
Postmarked bv November 13, 2009. To Apply:
Submit a letter of appecation. resume. and
contact information for three ,eferences

Chair Search Committee,

POSITION at loca
CPA
firm:
P/T
Clencal/Admin. position. Must be proficient
in MS office. able to
maintain confidentiality, should be dependable, self-motivated,
multi-tasker. posess
strong social skills. and
able to meet deadlines. Exposure to
income tax. payroll
reporting, and b00kkeeping
a
plus.
References required.
Reply PO. Box 527,
Murray. KY 42071

CLEANING service fur
office, rentals, apart
ments. reference available. 227-6535
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR/
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Artie*,
For Sale
BODY by Jake gravity
force trainer, like new,
with instruction manual and DVD. $750
online. will sell for
5300. 293-5236

MANAGER needed
tor a new Murray Child
Development Center
Minimum Associates
degree required Call
(615)330-8193
STAY at home mottle;
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours
Availability is from
5am-9pm. Mon-Set.
Children ages infancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374.
270-978-5,194

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

LARGE
SELECTION
AISED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
t j:

1 Z.h

(270)753-1713

MAIN STREET FURNISHINGS
40f MAPLE ST.
12.701761-7653

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques
Rood interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Firewood for sale $40
rick delivered
492-8266
Firewood. 293-2487

16xist For Sea

753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractrxs. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(270)357-0400
293-5762

Houma For Rent
3BR, 2B, by lake,
$375 monthly
)270)753-2251
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and depcsi
required 753-4109.

IBR, price reduce-C1.
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7
53-9898.
2BR duplex in city.
Excellent privacy. Just
redecorated.
New
heating & air equipment. W/d hook-up,
willing to furnish w/d.
Stove,
refrigerator
included. No pets.
$465/rno.
270-767-1176
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
venous
locations.
Coleman FIE.
753-9898
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

12 x 65 2BR 1 bath.
nice house. 54500.
includes move and set
up. 270-994-1595
1999 Clayton 16x80.
3BR. 2BA excellent
condition
(270)489.2525
-REDUCED
NEWLY
REMODELED
ARIL SURVEYED
V2 ACRE LOT.
$11.9*/0110
DON'T MISS OUP

7534012

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
313R, IBA. appfiances
furnished, $595/mb
978-0742
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY.
must have references.
$450 month +
security.
(2701976- 7441

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. Of1
campus, Cal/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696. 2934600

1BR efficiency, appliances furnished, partial utilities. $230/mo.
753-2934.
1BR, 1BA, 1,5 blocks
frorn MSU. $245/mo
plus deposit.
References required.
492-8069, 970-8412.

2 & 3 BR houses
293-0139

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the etectric bill.
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Only
$550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment]
(270)492-8211

saso

SMALL 2BR, 1

mile

from city limits. Deposit
& Lease.
$425
753-6156

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Pnone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD et 4300-648-6056

No

pets

WATERFRONT
For
Rent, 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished. More
info go to wenv.hambnlak.eretreatky.com or
436-5091.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus.
515
Saddle
Ln I
$400/mo
206-883-6219

All sites to
nt your needs
Located hy
Froggy radio station

9 7 9•

4BR, C/1-1/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Doe n
Apartment,,
I cos l)iuguid

Subscribe to the

I\

MURRAY

irC`i 121)- 1
I.r
(Mc
Bedroom
270-753-R55e
11)D 14100-545-11833
Est 213
Equal opoorionrty.&_,

LEDGER&TIMES
WoOr4.4r. •

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, ali
appliances,
CII-1/A.
water. sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
wrth all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call
1270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085

e

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
3 so.-....
6 mo.
1 yr. ---$105.411 6 mo.
1 yr. ---$110.00

A

Went to Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

•

to:

207 Industry & Technology,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071-3347.
Women and minorthes are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University Is an equal education
and employment opportunity.
IsI/F/D. AA employer.

Meese submit your resume to
carwaraechucklones.net

masemaso
GREAT

VISA

dr,e4re- ov-

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-tune

conducted.

My family & I
would like to
thank everyone that has
helped look
for Cawood.
She has not
come home
yet. It is appreciated more than you
know. To the person(s) that took her,
may the good Lord forgive you.You
have caused more heartache than
you know.
Eddie Travis

the

rs

370
NO

300
410
423

Fenn Etiewerant
Awry 44polpntere
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Rreemed
10001340
Meade Herm WY Pot See
Illotele teems Pot See
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Melee Mew lass oar Rent
lkielneee Rimeele
RPeriemle
nem
Rogow For Rere
Rewire Pot Rent
Storage Ilertele
Crceerarciel Property
Pets A Supplies
Livestock 4 Suppees
Pubic Seta
Lane For 140,4 ar Lorre

Interested applicants must apply b‘ resume
only: interviews will be grcuited to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be

ither and in
making findiqg

day total of 13
29-14 to claim
lip.
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200
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Help Wortso

LNVITATION TO BID

•Semelapitift
411411116ae•
4110060eal

squad of Jesse
;tin Vaal seemed
, however, rack-

INDEX
legal illmise
ROY
PasamoR
atimaim
rieurimem Maw
Lao AAA romi
rise Kamm
Peelle.1110004
ckwasis•Cheoure
10000011130Porloner
Illesewate
00110101111
Arosima esins
ewe New
micro Pet S404

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Depar
tment at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927

yoff game against
id $4 for students
s first-come. first-

conditions over:
:vent, including

el.
1111

Rest of KY/TIN
Marra, 7. Namur •

3 two.----.$711-511

6 Imo.--SIAM

1 yr...----$138.80
Check

All Other Mad
Subscriptions
3 uso. --......$73.00
6 Reo. ----5%.00
yr.-...-$145 00

1

Money Order

Virie

Name
I St. Address
1 City
1
State

11'."'"''''''

Zip

Daytime ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to.
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-
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270) 753-1916

•
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tor. roue ficalr

Ford

02

We Offer
*Ail Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Eiectricity
• Climate Control

whit 4IDR escotlern
condttion 489-2209
%
siiiingt
a-Soft
top, excelieni condition.
new
tires.
127,00G miles $8,500
obo. 227-8765. 873'960.

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
1312 WhItrtell Ave • 753-3453

[
Ila

Cars
2004 Buick Century
35,222-mi, $8.000
781 -4877

reee

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1 19 E Main
(270) 753-8206
CeS 1270)293-41153
a.m • 49 m M-F

R-ESIDENTIAL building lots iocated on
Loch Lomond St mated near Robertson
middle & high schoor
978-1707

'

I ro.M
1 AWN*rslitVir Mr.Villng MAMA
I eents. epem
Istsensng
rel

\ t%1
I

CA ,)11 k

Explorer

.1

woe,toritr..1

3 acre lot for rent with
mobile home hookup.
$200/rnorith. north of
murray on grant (bed
270-994-1595

711

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage

Sarno
A
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
17.1 s a Gienfts
Hale S25 ter.1 5 WI
1270)436-2524
1270) 2934906
PREMIIT3
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secsinty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sei boxes1
*We rent U-Haule.
753-9600

semen
2 male poo-porns
(270)753-2251
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea
Yorkie puppies,
terraies/S500.
malar$400, full-blooded, vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

•D•cks
*Home/ Mobile Horne
Repair
436-5517

sours Ass
out is
*
Hi: RI

too many Items
to mention. Cars,
antiques, clothing,
Washer & Dryers.

mON TN *
Polo,

i

Foredo

11,000-su tt. home in
country, 8BR, 1319A,
indoor pool, gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling).
Secret lake. lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres.
559-2032.
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3 5BA, see it
online al:
2007calumetyvay corn.
7e7-oloe.
2BR house yr/upstairs,
vinyl siding. new
garage. 3-5 ac. in SW
Cail. County, $70,000
else, 435-4264.
jmboyd0wk.nei.

OF

2.5BA, brick, 5
acres. Lynn Grove
area. 293-1681

Vert Nis
ESTATE SALE FOR
FROM& MANNING
SW ST RT 121
NORTH, BETWEEN
MURRAY 4
MAYFIELD
WEDNESDAY &
THURSDAY
9:00

I OR'

v s7'S.00

080, 293-9934. 293Quarter horse with o
without saddle 767
1612

1106 117:4611

I5OUBLE wide rernodeled, vinyt siding,
iocated 041 comer ol
Post Oak Hwy 280
Asking price $60.000
obo. 270-293-8517.
Energy saving new
home, 2,244 sq ft
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
iceth ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete dttve.
patio & front porch, no
city taxes, $8,000
rebate. first time buy-

ers_ 210-3781,
559-2032

Since 1986

24 Noun seaeice
Res.. Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

-9
436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Compiete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
insured. Emergency
293-1116
436-5141
*AFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, Junk
& tree walk
ADAMS Home
Improvemeat
Add:tions,
Remodeling. Roofing,
Vinyl Siding, Lamtnate
Floors.
Revairs,
Insured
227-2617. 474-0586

ALL carpentry construction Remodeling,
aoditions, all home &
mobile home repairs.
metal. roofs, decks,
much more. LarryNimmo 227-0587, 7532353.
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

CHADWICK Catering

411.0111111..
tt▪ ,
1 11

nminsoor
Stab' law,fvehid
ie
•ale renPal rw ad,,rtnang
of real mtate heard on lactors pn
addttion to those prowled
under lederal
We trIll
,",
rt,a rvatr
adot-totr V.
not in oolation of Me law All
mule, art, herelt Informed
thy al dwellings adverhaed art.
available on an equal omen,-

Ready to serve your
cerebration needs
Contact Cheryi
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
VERY Stately home!
Beautifut landscaping

Circle drive in front,
screened porch and
courtyard Great family
room. herdwood floors
Just move right inl
4 ;arge bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High You won't be disappointed. &I 69.900
Call Barbera Campbek
Campbell Reatty
270-293-7874

• bwin
fie further 4.11/4/1110'
Exir
lloutting Advertise% requitement', .onta.. riAA
Item !' MARIA(VI r.45-1001

It$1.1455

• Painting • Flx-its
• Repairs • Decks
1 pressure washed
& stains°

(270) 436-2228

JONES
ROOFING
Lioensed & insured
Free tosionwass

Fooi Table Guy
20 rows Evening*
Poo. TON
Coe
%moat ono
ed
731 619 465'

(270)204384
(270)753-0388

Otir
nation's
population.

Okay, that's
fairly even. I
actually
thought it
would be s
bit
larger.
But
what
was larger,
OUt
AbOUt and
more
MeriftliCkY than just a
bit, was the
StYie
statistic that
By Gary P
80 percent
West

of

diem

make all of
Photo submitted
the decisions
when
it SnUg Hollow Bed & Breakfast located in Estill County. not far
comes to travel and vacations.
from Irvine or Berea, is a charming year-rOund getaway.
Should I be surprised?
served as the mining company's
Overlooking the rolling hills
Probably not.
If you're in the minority and Company Store. For niore infor- of Kentucky's Bluegrass horse
country is CastlePost near
reading this, hang in there and mation call 800-231-0627.
Visitors can lodge at Shaker Versailles. 'The medieval-like
ask the majority to pick a
Kentucky travel destination, Village at Pleasant Hill, just out- castle has been sitting there for
you, too, can enjoy. But, on the side of Harrodsburg near the decades, initially planned for a
other hand it could be the major- Kentucky River. Many find the private residence. However,
ity doing the reading, and simplicity of the 19th century today, after total recorstruction,
already you are planning some- restored community a great the castle is now open for
thing that can be enjoyed by all. place to relax and enjoy out- overnight guests. For sure this is
That's the way it should be, and standing food while you're a high-end property with 12 luxthat's why Kentucky is such a there. The Shakers had an agrar- urious rooms and suites. Believe
ian way of life on this 2,700 me; attention has been paid to
fun place to travel.
We're always looking for a acres venue, and now it offers a detail. Guests are treated to eleplane to go that's just a little unique change of pace regard- gant dining and almost every
beyond the norm, someplace less of the time of year. Call amenity' imaginable. Tennis and
basketball courts. swimming
that we can put in our memory 800-734-5611.
How many' of you have spent pool, billiards, and hot tub are
hank. You know the bank I'm
referring to, the good memory the night in a wigwam. albeit a all a part of the package Call
concrete one'? Wigwam Village 859-879-1000.
bank.
Louisville hail its own unique
Here are a few suggestions in Cave City leis visitors have a
for an overnight getaway that is moot unusual overnight experi- lodging venue. The 21C
not typical of your chain ptoper- ence. Fifteen of the 'teepees" Museum Hotel in downtown
are available, and although not offers up a 90 room lusur,. hotel,
ties.
The Benham School House the most luxurious of settings, it accompanied by a top-shelf
Inn, in Harlan County in eastei-n does, indeed offer the amenities eatery, Proof on Main The hotel
Kentucky, is an old elementary of rustic hickory and cane furni- features an eclectic collection of
and high school restored to host ture and private bathrooms. A contemporary art throughout
guest overnight. The school WAS visit here is fun and will, for including guest rooms and pubonce an active part of the sure be long remembered and lic spaces. The atmosphere
Benham community where the talked about. Built in the 1930s, promises to be one not experichildren of coal miners were this is only one of three of the enced anywhere else in
taught. There arc some 30 "villages" that remain open Kentucky. Labeled a boutique
rooins, some with fireplaces. from the original six. You'll hotel that some might say pushNearby is a unique Coal want to book well in advance for es the envelope when it comes to
its displayed art and ever-changMuseuin housed in what once a trip here. Call 270-773-338

USED TIRES
15.
mall
Starting
rismrnlind

ARIES (March 21-Apell 19)
***** Keep communication
FUTRELL'S Tree
flowing, even if you aren't exactService
ly sure others are getting it. You
Trimming, removal might want to change your comstump grinding, fire- munication style if that helps oth•
wood insured
ers wake up. Your tiery side
489-2839
comes through with creativity.
VVv...11 Tonight. Hang out
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
\I \\ vi.i 1,11
*** Your possessive side
• weal% ‘rx,,A1 [wise, ernerges frequentty. You might
• localti, i‘Aned/tiperated not be getting all the facts

(01 753.5606

am*sas out
on the web,
www.murraytedger.com

759•11$ I • 293-2783

.293-2744
II
St..Rt. I 2iN

753-8087

MAO PER-

MONTH
CALL 753-1914

ing exhibits, it offers guests a
sophisticated sense of huthor
that include the signature red
penguins perched atop the outside of the building. Call 877217-64(X).
Perhapa you want to get away
from it all and head out intO4he
countryside of Kentucky for
something really different. Now
please understand there is a
large assortment of bed rind
breakfasts. orne allow for siitiet
mig'at be considered "rouglibig
it,- others are little nit*
upscale, and then there are Ili*
that are really. high end. Willi
depends on the e.spenence ye/it
are looking for.
Among my favorite ..i44
Bluegrass Country Estates filer
LaGrange in Oldham County:lb
amenities include hot tub,
media and exercise rooms, aitid
not that I have any, horse stetfif
for those who want to bring dieir
horses to enjoy the riding trititi„.
.
Call 877-229-2009.
Another favorite is Sitig
Hollow near Irvine in ESti11
County. It's an actual working
fartn with several comfortalie
rooms and a nearby 100 yeafold
cabin. What a place to sit out de
the second floor oversized porch
and enjoy a book or just risek
some time away in a conifirtiable rocking chair. Call 606723-4786.
And then there's The 1341
Phillips-Thurman House located
in Sonora in Hardin County.
This well-kept secret offers up
some of Claudia's Tea Room
cooking. and Its antique appointed rooms are full of century old
charm. I really enjoy relaxing
here. Call 270-949-1897.
These fun places can easily
be enjoyed by Kentuckians
throughout the
iite
And
although the price., vary for
overnights, they are all quite
popular. You are encouraged to
inake reservations well in
advance
So get up, get out, and get
going!
Gary P. \Vest can be reached
at west14-88@insightbb.com.

Hanscom

'

swimming pool. walking
t,atts. p_kivate Park.
more Excellent
to-lancing Call now t•
80C-704-3161 x 3309
kylatiesalccom

AOINNittml*

YTAWi'S
Service Free estimates Phone 4382582 227-0287

1 recently read somewhere
that women make up 31 percent

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-o.
Difficult

2003 YZ85, $1,800
firm 270-436-2867

ir*R
-15cieivi-up Free
Cali
estimates
Rodney 753-9243

°vs"

WEST
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
DEVELOPMENT
*TRACK
HOE,
DOZER
BACKHOE
wORK & SEPTiC
SYSTEMS. TOP SOIL
&
GRAVEL
FOR
WE BUILD
SALE
A
YOU
HOME TO
SUITE YOUR NEEDS
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Overnights in Kentucky

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY' for
%Vednesday, Nov. 4, 2009:
Custom SuLLoopeo
This year. you open up to new
•Lend-cletering
opportunities and possibilities
•Underbrusetng •Poricts
through a partner. What has been
•Lakes •Watervarys
personally confusing starts to
Free Estimates
22 years asp
clear up. You understand a lot
203-0371
more than you realize. Let others
reveal themselves. Bosses push
hard and have strong expectaCustom bultdozing
and trot...hoe work,
tions. You know much more
lend cleanng.
than you realize. If you arc sinvridedritushing, ponds.
gle, you could meet someone
lakes end wales's...eye
through a former partner or
Free estonetes
associate. Don't dive into this
Gene Partner
293-1005
relationship too fast. It you are
7534583e
attached, the two of you learn to
evenings 43AVP
rely more on each other. Cro on
FOOSSEVe
sonic
dates
old-fashioned
DRYVVALL repatr & together. Add to the steaminess
painting, Free esti• of your relationship, GEMINI
looks at key issues with you.
mates. 270-673-9916

Repel
LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE!
Set. Nov 7th
2+ ACRE. LAKE LOT
VW FREE BOAT
SLIPS
Just 24,900
was 29.900
Pay NO closing Costs,
Loctaed on 180,000
acre recreattonal lake
in Kentucky Enjoy

144-1 -GO E
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance on
doors & operatcrs
Residential & comma'
ciai Locally owned &
operated 293-2357
435-4049

BRUSH &
HAMMER

THE Murray Lodger &
Times considers as
sources reliable but
Inaccuracies do °CCU(
Readers using this
intonnetion do so at
their
own
nak
Although moons and
companies mentioned
herein are Weaved to
oputat4 The
Murray Ledger &
Times nor any of its
employees aor.apt any
reeponsobiiity whatsoever for their &cavil's.

Syndicated
Columnist

759-5534
Chuck Van r3uren

Al! rral otatr adsertried hirtem
.4.1b041 to die Federal Fair
Ifotning Ad. which make. tt
illegal tit advert*. inv reefer,
tepee limitatre
dWirrimlea
Om bawd 4,t1 rake ctykr. religion gel hantlt, ag famtliat
bus ot 1,111MA, Alp, or mar,
tam ir Maitl. ant, wth !vele,

HOUSE Ht.ebend
types of home
repairs No Job too
smatl
270 519-8155

Irs iscosime War
tenon. This person seems more
open to receive you than before
Tonight. Act iik.e too dog

CANCER (Juns 21-July 22)
*** Sometimes the less said
the better. especially as someone seems to open up mole and
share. YOL! hear 90 much, you
feel that you need to rethink a
situation
more
carefully.
Apparently. you didn't have the
complete story. Tonight: Just tor
you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**sr* Keep working ori stabilizing a situation. Your effort will
pay oft, as you might be the only
one who gains clarity. Others

might need you to point out the
path, explaining vvhat direction to
go in A key person responds to
an overture Tonight, Where the
kin is
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** YOU might need to reestablish your opinions and abilities Your ability to get past a
problem mitpt be instrumental
Be careful with suppressing you,
'
anger right now The end results
could be less than perfect
Tonight. Squeeze in sonse exercise. A walk works.

URRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Take the high road.
and you'll understand a lot more
quite suddenly. Detach, get out
of your head and identify with
another person. It becomes clear
how much you are deceiving

yourself Tonight: Reiax to a
VI9

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Rethink a situatkin more clearly
Your senae of humor helps
someone relax Conversations
will clear the air Tonight Your
treat
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Let others come for-

Ir *** Work with individuals
and got past a restnction You
also might need to take a hard
look at your home to see if it
might need some wintenzing,
Check out the plumbing with
care Consider a home office.
Tonight! Dinner with a pal.

ward You seem more willing to
share and open up than in the
past Your sense of humor
cimorges with someone At A dis-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Deal with others directfy

You coutd discover that you don't

have the hand you might like to
play Let go and do something
very different. Understand what
is motivating others. and then
you will understand everything
you need to. Tonight: Only say
yes to an offer you want
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-dan. 19)
**** Dive into work wtthout
thought. Get as much done as
possible. Listen to news that
streams in your direction.
Understand what someone
wants. Exchange ideas, and you
lust might find a solution
Tonight: Put your feet up

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** YOur playful side
emerges Some peop4e, avail in
a work-type seetiono. might not
believe you or take you seriously. Straighten out your attitude.
and you'll get more appropriate
results Tonight. Midweek break
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could take the day off
and be somewhat of a vegetable Recycle and understand
what is asked of you, Know that

a decision doesn't have to be
made today. and in fact it might
be better if it isn't Tonight Order
Er

SEND US YOUR
FALL PHOTOS!
When you submit photographs for
"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event, the date, place.
organization or group, as well as the mune
everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs wiN
appear because of space. There is no guarantee
a submission will be published. No photos ovcr
2 months old will be published.

philles: They may be submitted to
composing@murrayledgencom in a JPEG formai
PHA plosiss: May be dropped off at the Ledger
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave., or maded
to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

OP.

